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5A
SPA – MARCH 2019
6

REVIEW OF ACTIONS

7

FORWARD PLAN
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STRATEGIC PRIORITY 3 ‘TACKLING THE IMPACT OF ALCOHOL AND DRUGS’
8A

STRATEGIC PRIORITY 3 REPORT
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DECISION REPORTS
9A

NONE
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PERFORMANCE ISSUES
10A

PERFORMANCE REPORT
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NONE

TO NOTE

FINANCE

11A

REPORTS TO NOTE
12A

COMMISSIONER’S CASEWORK UPDATE REPORT

TO NOTE

12B

REVIEW OF THE POLICE AND CRIME PLAN

TO NOTE

12C

OPCC CONSULTATION AND ENGAGEMENT

TO NOTE

12D

HEALTH & SAFETY REPORT – ANNUAL REVIEW

TO NOTE

12E

FORCE MANAGEMENT STATEMENT (FORCE)

TO NOTE

12F

HMICFRS CRIME DATA INTEGRITY INSPECTION
TO NOTE
2018

12G

COMMUNITY ACTION SMALL GRANTS – ROUND 8
TO NOTE
AWARDS

12H

EXTENDED GRANT AWARDS

TO NOTE

12I

ADDITIONAL ROUND 3 LARGE GRANTS

TO NOTE

3

12J

EXTENDED GRANT AWARDS – UPDATE REPORTS

DECISIONS TAKEN

13A

DECISIONS TAKEN BUT NOT YET REPORTED TO
TO NOTE
THE STRATEGIC PRIORITIES ASSURANCE BOARD

ANY OTHER BUSINESS AND/OR CLOSING REMARKS
NONE
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STRATEGIC PRIORITIES ASSURANCE BOARD
MINUTES
DATE OF MEETING

18 MARCH 2019

TIME OF MEETING

2PM

LOCATION

CONFERENCE ROOM 3, FORCE HQ, RIPLEY, DERBYSHIRE.

In attendance:
Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner: PCC Dhindsa, Mr A Dale, Mr D Peet, Mrs E Kelly, Ms D Rimell
Constabulary: ACC P Gibson, ACC Mehmet (arrived late as chaired another meeting), Mr S Allsop
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Agenda
No.

Item

Decision (including
Dec No.)/ Action

Ask the SPA
A number of questions had been submitted prior to the meeting. A note of the full questions and the responses can be found at
https://app.sli.do/event/agiaos7c

1.

APOLOGIES
CC Goodman, DCC Swann, DPCC Gillott
It was noted that the usual position would be for either the CC or the DCC to be present for a
Board meeting, however, it could not be avoided on this occasion.

2.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
No declarations of interest were received.

3A.

ANNOUNCEMENTS FROM THE COMMISSIONER
DCC Swann was not in the meeting, but the Commissioner still took the opportunity to welcome
Rachel Swann to Derbyshire Constabulary, as Deputy Chief Constable to Derbyshire
Constabulary.
The Commissioner highlighted that the Stephen Lawrence Memorial day would be held on 22
April, and as the national lead for Hate Crime, the Commissioner was examining how to recognise
this day both nationally and locally. The focus of the memorial day will be to better support young
people as victims of crime.
The Commissioner announced that Derbyshire had received a HMIC Inspection report around
crime data recording which demonstrated a significant drop in performance of Derbyshire
Constabulary. The Commissioner raised his concerns around this and requested a report for the
May SPA Board meeting and to also have regular briefings on this issue.
ACC Gibson shared the Commissioner’s concerns around the inspection outcome and advised
that a Gold Group had been established in response, the Constabulary now have an action plan
in place and will liaise closely with the Commissioner to advise on measures being put in place to
drive improvements.
2

To receive an update
report on Crime Data
recording for the next
meeting of the Board
in May.
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ACC Gibson was keen to emphasise that the under-recording of crime does not leave victims
without a service and crimes are being dealt with. He did acknowledge however, that the
recording of crimes and the accuracy of data is important.
4

ANNOUNCEMENTS FROM THE CHIEF CONSTABLE
None

5A (i)

MINUTES - BUDGET 21 JANUARY 2019 MEETING
The minutes were noted.

5A (ii)

MINUTES – 28 JANUARY 2019
The minutes were noted.

5B

MINUTES – JARAC
The minutes were noted.

6.

REVIEW OF ACTIONS
Force Presentation P1
It was noted that the update on the Hate Crime Profile is still on track to be completed by the end To share Hate Crime
of March. It was agreed that the Commissioner be briefed on the Hate Crime Problem Profile Profile with the
following the Steering Group meeting.
Commissioner by end
March
Partner Presentation SP1
It was noted that the issue with receipt of Form 188 has now been resolved.
Mr Dale will provide the PCC with an update on the contract with Stop Hate which finishes on 31 Mr Dale to provide an
March 2019.
update on the contract
with Stop Hate
Criminal Justice Update
An update on the Case Management Progression Action Plan will be presented to the meeting in Update on Case
May.
Management
progression Action
Plan for Board
3
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meeting in May
OPCC Report SP1
To improve public awareness of the Trigger, the Commissioner agreed that this should be a joint To raise the profile of
action for both he and the Constabulary to raise through the Safer Communities Board.
the Community
Trigger through the
Safer Communities
Board.
7.

FORWARD PLAN
Noted.

8A

OPCC REPORT SP2
Mr Peet presented the OPCC report which outlined the work undertaken by the office toward
Police and Crime Plan Priority 2: Working to tackle the emerging threats of cyber and cyber
enabled crime on individuals, businesses and communities.
The Commissioner was pleased to note the work ongoing in this area, as detailed within the
report.
The Commissioner announced that from May the reporting structure for the SPA meetings will
change slightly. For the future, the three Strategic Priority reports from the OPCC, the
Constabulary and partners will be summarised in one covering report (with each main report
attached as an Appendix) and a co-ordinated joint presentation will be delivered to cover the
highlights.
RESOLVED:
Direct assurance was gained that this area of business is being managed efficiently and
effectively.

8B

FORCE REPORT AND PRESENTATION SP2
DI Roberts presented the Constabulary report which outlined the work undertaken toward Police
and Crime Plan Priority 2: Working to tackle the emerging threats of cyber and cyber enabled
crime on individuals, businesses and communities. The presentation is available on the
4
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Commissioner’s website.
The Commissioner noted, as detailed at para 8.2, the appetite to remain part of the Europol
infrastructure and it was highlighted that this is being examined via a Gold Group.
The Commissioner welcomed the presentation and the update which highlighted the work
ongoing in this area.
RESOLVED:
Direct assurance was gained that this area of business is being managed efficiently and
effectively.
8C

PARTNER REPORT SP2
Mr Peet presented the Partner report which outlined the work undertaken by partners toward
Police and Crime Plan Priority 2: Working to tackle the emerging threats of cyber and cyber
enabled crime on individuals, businesses and communities.
The partner submissions were highlighted at para 1.2.
The Commissioner noted the risks and threats as highlighted at para 8.1 and asked how the
Constabulary can work better with Multi-Agency Teams and Youth Workers to advise on cybercrime? The Commissioner suggested incorporating future plans to meet the risks highlighted by
the Derby CSP area.

RESOLVED:
Direct assurance was gained that this area of business is being managed efficiently and
effectively.
9A

OPERATIONAL AND FINANCIAL EFFICIENCIES – CLOSURE OF BUXTON CUSTODY SUITE
ACC Mehmet presented the report which outlined the options relating to the proposed closure of
Buxton Custody Suite.
ACC Mehmet advised that due to a reduction in demand, an independent review of Buxton
5
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Custody Suite was undertaken in 2017 and the findings of this review were outlined in paras 1.5 –
1.10.
Following the review, three options were proposed as outlined within the report.
Option 1, ‘No Change’. ACC Mehmet advised that it would not be good value for money for
Buxton Custody Suite to remain open based on the current usage.
Option 2, to close the Buxton custody suite and move to a two suite model (Derby and
Chesterfield) which would see officers with increased travel time thereby impacting on their ability
to respond locally.
Option 3, to close the Buxton custody suite and split demand between Chesterfield and Greater
Manchester Police (GMP). To provide some reassurance, ACC Mehmet reported that if the
current Buxton Custody demand was split between Chesterfield and Greater Manchester Police
(GMP) then the travel time to the appropriate suite would be no more than 40 minutes. He
explained that this was the most efficient solution as it enables investigating officers to return to
duties more quickly and increases time spent in the community by the equivalent of 1.8 officers. r.
The Commissioner informed the meeting that Ruth George MP had raised the question, “what if
the contract with GMP does not work?” ACC Mehmet advised the Commissioner that following
the meeting, work would continue to ensure that systems and procedures were in place to enable
the new arrangements to be implemented as smoothly as possible, and prevent the issues raised
by Ruth George MP from arising.
The Commissioner noted the savings (£195k per annum together with a one-off saving of £293k)
that could be realised through the closure of Buxton Custody Suite as highlighted at para 1.32
and also the investment of 9.3 additional officers and staff to High Peak and 52 officers and staff
to the North of the County more generally.
ACC Mehmet advised that if the Commissioner was satisfied with the proposals then the closure
of Buxton Custody Suite would take place on 1 July, 2019.
The meeting had received a number of public questions and after the presentation, ACC Mehmet
6
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reiterated the questions to ensure they had been responded to satisfactorily (the questions and
responses can be found on the Commissioner’s website: https://app.sli.do/event/agiaos7c)
Having listened to the facts, the Commissioner concurred with the Force’s view that Option three;
to close Buxton Custody Suite and split the demand between Chesterfield and GMP represented
the most operationally and financially efficient solution.
RESOLVED:
Assurance was gained that the Force was working to mitigate any adverse consequences arising
from the Chief Constables decision to cease using Buxton Custody Suite and the introduction of a
revised approach to the delivery of the custody provision for the North of county. The
Commissioner gained assurance that resources arising from the closure would be re-invested
into policing in the High Peak thereby improving efficiency and effectiveness, giving a greater
visible presence and maintaining public confidence.
9B

JOINT DIRECTOR OF FINANCE
As outlined within the report, in September 2018, the Chief Constable and the PCC agreed to pilot
a shared Finance Director role across both Police and Fire. The benefits of this role were outlined
within the report at para 2.7 and the future options were outlined at para 2.16 for the
Commissioner to consider.
Mr Dale provided additional assurances by advising that he had been part of a Working Group to
consider this and in addition, there had been extensive consultation with partners. The trial period
had been deemed successful and he was therefore happy to give his assurances to the
Commissioner.
The Commissioner was content to approve the recommendations.
RESOLVED:
To support the proposal to permanently appoint to a role of a joint Director of Finance for
Derbyshire Constabulary and Derbyshire Fire and Rescue Service.
For the Chief Constable to develop an appropriate collaboration agreement in consultation with
the PCC’s Chief Executive and Chief Finance Officer to safeguard the interests of both Police and
7
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Fire.
To review the effectiveness of this collaboration agreement in consultation with the Chief
Constable.
11A

FINANCE BRIEFING
Mr Allsop presented the report and provided an overview of the financial position for the Force as
a whole for the period 9 – end of December 2018.
Mr Allsop highlighted that the anticipated year end position is a reduced contribution from
reserves of £0.358m.
Mr Dale added that the budgets continue to be well managed and that the term ‘underspend’
should not be taken out of context as it represents a reduction in the amount of reserves required
to balance the budget.
RESOLVED:
The current financial position of Derbyshire Police as set out in the Finance Briefing document
was noted.

12A

POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER COMMUNITY ACTION GRANT AWARDS – ROUND 3
LARGE GRANTS
The report set out the award of 8 large grants in the third round of the Commissioner’s
Community Action Large Grant Scheme, as detailed within the report.
Mr Dale advised that the assessment process was robust and 8 grants were awarded in total with
funding being set aside to develop two further grant applications, as set out in the table within the
report.
The Commissioner highlighted that the number of applications was much greater than those that
were awarded and the next round of grants will take place in September this year.
RESOLVED:
The Commissioner’s Community Action Grant awards to the 8 organisations at the values listed in
8
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Table 1 of the report, totalling £157,961.20 was approved. Furthermore, the Commissioner noted
that funds had been set aside to develop two remaining applications that required additional work
prior to award.
12B

POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER COMMUNITY ACTION SMALL GRANT AWARDS –
ROUND 7
The report set out the award of six small grants in the seventh round of the Commissioner’s
Community Action Small Grant scheme as detailed within the report.
Unlike the large grant awards, it was noted that the uptake for small grants was not as good and
more consideration will be given to boosting interest for organisations to make applications for the
future.
RESOLVED:
The Commissioner’s Community Action Grant award to the 6 organisations at the values listed in
Table 1 of the report totalling £13,000.00 was approved.

13A

DECISIONS REPORT
All decisions made by the Commissioner are published on the Commissioner’s website as soon
as possible after the decision is made and are therefore available as public information at
http://www.derbyshire-pcc.gov.uk/Public-Information/PCC-Decision-Making.aspx
To ensure full transparency, attached at Appendix A to the report is the Decision Log 2019 which
contains hyper-links to all decisions made for the year to date.

RESOLVED:
Direct assurance was gained that this area of business is being managed efficiently and
effectively.
Meeting closed at 3:45pm
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REVIEW OF ACTIONS
Decision
No.

Agenda
Item

Report Title and Action Required

Responsible
Officer

STRATEGIC GOVERNANCE BOARD 28 JANUARY 2019
Partner Report and Presentation SP1
The PCC to speak with Mr Dale around the contract with Stop
Hate which finishes on 31 March 2019.
OPCC REPORT SP1
Feedback to the PCC as to whether this has been examined
to improve public awareness of the Trigger.
Update:
To raise the profile of the Community Trigger through the
Safer Communities Board.
STRATEGIC GOVERNANCE BOARD 18 MARCH 2019
To receive an update report on Crime Data recording for the
next meeting of the Board in May.

-1-

Progress

PCC/ Mr
Dale

Constabulary

Constabulary

On the agenda
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STRATEGIC PRIORITIES ASSURANCE BOARD Forward Plan
STRATEGIC PRIORITY 3
Tackling the impact of alcohol and drugs
20 May 2019

STRATEGIC PRIORITY 4
Supporting those with mental health issues

8 July 2019

STRATEGIC PRIORITY 5
23 September
2019

1

Working with young people

Casework (OPCC)
Review of the Police and Crime Plan (OPCC)
Health & Safety (Force)
Force Management Statement (Force)
Small Grants and NICE fund awards (OPCC)
Extended Grants Interim report (OPCC)
Performance (Force)
OPCC Consultation & Engagement (OPCC)
Update on Crime Data Recording (Force)
JARAC Minutes
Chief Officer Media Contact
PSD Update
PCC Annual Report
CSP Grants
Independent Custody Visiting Update (OPCC)
Police Dog Welfare Update (OPCC)
SPA Meeting Dates 2020
Distribution of Property Act Fund
Appropriate Adult Update (OPCC)
Victim Triage
Progress on Force delivery plan
JARAC Mins (Jul)
SPR Force Sep/SP5
Annual Report
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8A
STRATEGIC PRIORITIES
ASSURANCE BOARD
REPORT
TITLE

STRATEGIC PRIORITY 3: WORKING TO TACKLE THE
IMPACT OF DRUGS AND ALCOHOL ON COMMUNITIES

REPORT BY CHIEF EXECUTIVE
DATE

20 MAY 2019

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT
To provide assurance to the Police & Crime Commissioner on progress made by the
Office of the Police & Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire, Derbyshire Constabulary &
partners are making towards the Police & Crime Plan Priority 3: Working to tackle the
impact of drugs and alcohol on communities.
ATTACHMENTS
A.

Office of the PCC Report

B.

Derbyshire Constabulary Report

C.

Partners Report

RECOMMENDATIONS
To determine if the PCC can gain direct assurance that this area of business is being
managed efficiently and effectively
CONTACT FOR ENQUIRIES
Name:

David Peet

Tel:

0300 122 6000

Email

pccoffice@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk
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1.

OVERVIEW OF THE STRATEGIC PRIORITY
Priority 3: Working to tackle the impact of drugs and alcohol on communities.

1.1

This report summarises the work of the Derbyshire Office of the Police & Crime
Commissioner (OPCC), Derbyshire Constabulary (the Force), and partners are
making towards delivering against this strategic priority.

1.2

The three reports of each of these stakeholders can be found as three
attachments at the end of this summary document.

1.3

It is intended that this summary gives headline information and should be read in
conjunction with the more detailed reports of stakeholders.

2.

SUB-OBJECTIVE 1: THE PCC WILL WORK WITH PARTNERS, LICENSING
AUTHORITIES AND OTHER STAKEHOLDERS INCLUDING LICENCEES TO
DEVELOP LASTING SOLUTIONS TO ANTI-SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR DRIVEN
BY THE USE OF ALCOHOL OR DRUGS.

THIS WILL INCLUDE THE

ONGOING DEVELOPMENT OF THE INTOXICATED CAMPAIGN

2.1

The OPCC continues to promote and develop the Safe Night Out as a bannerbrand to support all activity to make the Night Time Economy (NTE) a safe place
for those who visit locations and those who work in the NTE.

2.2

Initiatives such as the CitizenCard (proof of age), Taxi Marshalls, the Drink
Aware Crew, Pubwatch seek to ensure that those using the NTE are able to do
so safely and are not left vulnerable due to alcohol (or substance) misuse.

2.3

The Force have reported a 19.2% increase in alcohol related crimes over the
past three years, whilst calls for service where alcohol has been identified as a
factor have seen a 2.5% decrease. The Force are also reporting reductions in
alcohol as a contributing factor in more serious cries such as Domestic Abuse
and Violent Crimes, though a small increase has been noted in Sexual Offences.

2
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2.4

The appropriate use of alcohol flags (markers on crime and incident reports)
remains a challenge for the Force and this may mask some of the reasons
behind these figures. Officer education continues to work to improve the use of
flags, resulting in a better overall understanding for the Force of its activity and
drivers for demand.

2.5

The Force have reported an upward trend in drug offences and has highlighted
an upward trend in community intelligence (e.g. Crimestoppers) which has
supported their work.

2.6

A highly successful policing operation in Derby City was undertaken last year,
Operation Halifax, impacting on the possession and supply of synthetic
cannabinoids such as Mamba. 88 arrests were made for a variety of offences
centring on the supply of the drug.

2.7

Cannabis continues to be the most widely used and seized drug with cocaine,
heroin and crack cocaine also frequently seized.

2.8

The Community Safety Partnerships across the City and County continue to play
an active role in working at a local level to tackle issues relating to alcohol and
substance use through initiatives such as diversionary activity for young people,
the use of Public Space Protection Orders and regular Violence Alcohol and
Licensing (VAL) meetings.

2.9

A new safety initiative called ‘Ask for Angela’ was rolled out over 2018. This
simple scheme allows people who feel uncomfortable or vulnerable to discreetly
ask for help from bar staff by simply asking if they can speak to Angela. This has
been supported by the Force and the local charity SV2 as well as pub initiatives
such as Pubwatch.

3.

SUB-OBJECTIVE 2: THE PCC WILL WORK TO ENSURE THAT THE NHS
PLAYS ITS PART BY PROVIDING DE-PERSONALISED DATA RELATING
TO RELEVANT A&E ADMISSIONS DUE TO DRUG OR ALCOHOL USE TO
HELP

IDENTIFY

ANY

PROBLEM

LOCATIONS

AND

WORK

WITH
3
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PARTNERS TO DEVELOP PLANS TO TACKLE THE PROBLEMS IN THESE
AREAS
3.1

Data continues to be collected on admissions to A&E in both Derby City and
Chesterfield where drugs or alcohol have been identified as playing a role.

3.2

Alcohol admissions over the past 3 years have remained broadly stable but are
running at a level higher than both the regional and national averages.

3.3

Work continues to be done to encourage data to be captured as it will help in
developing a detailed understanding of the impact of drugs and alcohol in
communities and to highlight particular problem areas.

3.4

Work is ongoing to better understand what the data is telling us and how we can
further use it to model demand for services.

4.

SUB-OBJECTIVE 3: THE PCC SHALL WORK WITH COMMISSIONING
PARTNERS TO ENSURE THAT DRUG AND ALCOHOL TREATMENT
SERVICES ARE ACCESSIBLE TO THOSE WHO COME INTO CONTACT
WITH THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM

4.1

One of the results of the City Centre Summit initiative supported by the PCC,
following increased use of Mamba and associated anti-social behaviour in Derby
City, has been the development of the Partnership Engagement & Enforcement
Programme in the City. This sees a wrap-around partnership approach to
tackling some of the most entrenched individuals.

4.2

Since its inception, 58 individuals have been through the scheme. Of these:

28 people moved on
29 people who had been rough sleeping were accommodated
16 have maintained stable accommodation
40 have entered drug and alcohol treatment services

4
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4.3

A further development of this approach has been the development of the ‘Safe
Space’ initiative in Derby City. This allows enhanced working with individuals and
offers somewhere where they can access services as well as having a shower,
washing clothes etc.

4.4

Through work to date a poorer rate of health outcomes for women in treatment
has been identified and a new, intensive engagement programme is being
developed and will hopefully be starting later this year.

4.5

An emerging area of work is that of Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs) and
how these contribute to substance misuse and engagement with the criminal
justice system. Public Health colleagues are developing a ‘system leadership’
approach to help support those affected, with a view to preventing individuals
becoming involved in substance use or crime. This approach is supported by
both the PCC and the Chief Constable.

4.6

Significant work is being undertaken by partners around this agenda, specific
details of which can be found in section 4 of the Partners report appended to this
summary.

5.

SUB-OBJECTIVE 4: THE PCC SHALL CHALLENGE LOCAL AUTHORITIES
TO USE ALL POWERS AVAILABLE TO THEM RELATING TO THE ISSUING
AND

MONITORING

OF

PREMISES

LICENCES,

INCLUDING

CONSIDERATION OF EARLY MORNING RESTRICTION ORDERS, AND
THE USE OF ALCOHOL BANNING ORDERS

5.1

The use of Early Morning Restriction Orders have been considered as an
approach to curbing issues with the NTE. To date these have not been thought
to be necessary, though they remain a potential tool for partners to use, should
the situation change.

5.2

The approach in Derby City of Cumulative Impact Zones is currently considered
the most appropriate.

5
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5.3

Criminal Behaviour Orders and Alcohol Banning Orders are also tools available
to the Force and partners, though they are currently used infrequently.

6.

THREATS & RISKS

6.1

A trend has been identified in court sentencing, with an apparent reduction in
Drug Rehabilitation Requirements being imposed since 2016.

6.2

The resources available to the Force and partners continues to present a real
and present risk, though the strong partnership approach used in Derbyshire
helps mitigate this risk.

6.3

The impact of ‘County Lines’ is an issue that the PCC, Force and partners are all
alive to. The PCC is currently in the process of pulling together a roundtable
event to identify the risks and opportunities for partnership working to prevent
vulnerable young people being targeted.

6.4

The potential information available through the appropriate sharing of A&E data
is a huge opportunity for all stakeholders. If this data is not consistently collected
and collated there is a risk that developing trends and patterns may be missed.
There is also an opportunity to try and pull data from other surrounding medical
facilities to further develop our understanding and better use our limited
resources.

6
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TITLE

STRATEGIC PRIORITY 3: WORKING TO TACKLE THE
IMPACT OF DRUGS AND ALCOHOL ON COMMUNITIES

REPORT BY CHIEF EXECUTIVE
DATE

20 MAY 2019

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT
To provide assurance to the Police & Crime Commissioner on progress the Office of
the Police & Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire is making progress towards the Police
& Crime Plan Priority 3: Working to tackle the impact of drugs and alcohol on
communities.
ATTACHMENTS
1. None
RECOMMENDATIONS
To determine if the PCC can gain direct assurance that this area of business is being
managed efficiently and effectively
CONTACT FOR ENQUIRIES
Name:

David Peet

Tel:

0300 122 6000

Email

pccoffice@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk
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1.

OVERVIEW OF THE STRATEGIC PRIORITY
Priority 3: Working to tackle the impact of drugs and alcohol on communities.
This report outlines the work that the OPCC for Derbyshire has undertaken to
deliver against this strategic priority.

2.

SUB-OBJECTIVE 1: THE PCC WILL WORK WITH PARTNERS, LICENSING
AUTHORITIES AND OTHER STAKEHOLDERS INCLUDING LICENCEES TO
DEVELOP LASTING SOLUTIONS TO ANTI-SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR DRIVEN
BY THE USE OF ALCOHOL OR DRUGS.

THIS WILL INCLUDE THE

ONGOING DEVELOPMENT OF THE INTOXICATED CAMPAIGN

Safe Night Out

2.1

The Safe Night Out strategy is the PCCs umbrella brand which includes a
number of key work streams (detailed below). Each year, a dedicated Safe Night
Out event occurs at Derby Students’ Union to coincide with the new cohort of
students beginning university during fresher’s week. This awareness raising
event is aimed at providing students with the information they need to stay safe
on a night out whilst encouraging people to drink responsibly.

2.2

As part of this annual event, with assistance from CitizenCard, we encourage
students to sign-up to receive this accredited form of Identification which can be
used instead of taking more valuable items out such as passports to prove they
are 18. The Citizencard does not contain personal information such as address
details which could be deliberately used by criminals to commit fraud type
offences. This scheme continues to work well and is heavily promoted and
backed by licensing officers in Derby City.

2.3

Licensing officers continue to educate venues that this form of Identification is
perfectly acceptable to prove somebody is 18 as CitizenCard is part of the
national PASS accredited scheme.

2
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Intoxicated

2.4

The ‘Intoxicated’ campaign was initially launched within Derbyshire Constabulary
back in 2013. The campaign is aimed at helping alcohol licence holders and their
staff to better understand the legislation around preventing the irresponsible sale
of alcohol and to increase their skills on how to refuse the sale to somebody who
is already intoxicated.

2.5

The campaign, which initially operated in the historical ‘B’ division policing area,
was rolled out further across all areas within Derbyshire in late 2017. Since the
county wide rollout, over 150 licensed venues across the county have engaged
with the campaign which is heavily supported by the PCC.

2.6

Due to the constant turnaround of staff in larger venues across the county,
licensing officers continue to raise awareness and promote ‘Intoxicated’ through
local Pubwatch and other forums which are set up in conjunction with licensed
premises.
Drinkaware Crew Scheme

2.7

A joint partnership between the OPCC, Police, Derby Students’ Union, and
Drinkaware was formed back in 2017 to look at how vulnerable (predominately
young people) can be better supported within licensed venues frequented by
students in Derby.

2.8

A successful application was made to the PCC’s small grant scheme to kick start
a Drinkaware crew scheme to operate in venues from the start of the university’s
academic year in 2017.

2.9

The Drinkaware Crew scheme aims to promote a positive social atmosphere in
venues and helps those who may be vulnerable as a result of drinking too much
alcohol. Crew staff receive specialist training to identify vulnerable people who
may need support whilst also freeing up venue and security staff to run venues
more effectively.

2.10

The initial 12 month scheme proved to be successful with Crew staff providing
many instances of emotional and practical support to the public inside and
outside of licenced premises.

2.11

In light of the success, the Commissioner has funded the Crew scheme to run for
3
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another year in Derby during the financial year 2019-2020. A new intake of Crew
staff received training in April 2019 in readiness for the campaign to commence
this year. In addition to the premises which the Crew team have previously
worked within, another three venues have signed up in Derby City to accept
Crew staff to operate within which is a positive outcome.

Ask for Angela
2.12

During 2018, the ‘Ask for Angela’ campaign was rolled out across licensed
venues in conjunction with Derbyshire Constabulary and local charity SV2. The
campaign urges people who feel uncomfortable or unsafe to discreetly ask bar
staff for help. The campaign which has been adopted nationwide and first
introduced by Lincolnshire Police has been widely reported in the media.

2.13

As part of the campaign in Derbyshire, publicity material has been put up in many
toilets within venues to inform vulnerable people how to ask for help discreetly. In
addition, licensing officers have been promoting this initiative through Pubwatch
meetings over the past 12 months.

3.

SUB-OBJECTIVE 2: THE PCC WILL WORK TO ENSURE THAT THE NHS
PLAYS ITS PART BY PROVIDING DE-PERSONALISED DATA RELATING
TO RELEVANT A&E ADMISSIONS DUE TO DRUG OR ALCOHOL USE TO
HELP

IDENTIFY

ANY

PROBLEM

LOCATIONS

AND

WORK

WITH

PARTNERS TO DEVELOP PLANS TO TACKLE THE PROBLEMS IN THESE
AREAS
3.1

The PCC continues to use his influence to encourage partner organisations to
share data to ensure a much broader understanding of the issues are known to
inform future service delivery. Whilst the PCC’s role is limited in terms of what he
can do to ensure this happens, he maintains a commitment to removing
obstacles wherever possible.

3.2

City licensing officers continue to receive regular admission data from Derby
Royal Hospital which is analysed in conjunction with Public Health within Derby
4
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City Council to better understand emerging patterns and trends. Data is now
being compared with the previous year to depict seasonal trends to further
enhance intelligence. This data is also being used in the decision making
process when considering Cumulative Impact Zones (CIZ’s).Further information
is available within the Derbyshire Constabulary report.

3.3

In the north of the county, data continues to be received from Chesterfield Royal
Hospital and is received on a regular basis. Further information is available
within the Derbyshire Constabulary report.

4.

SUB-OBJECTIVE 3: THE PCC SHALL WORK WITH COMMISSIONING
PARTNERS TO ENSURE THAT DRUG AND ALCOHOL TREATMENT
SERVICES ARE ACCESSIBLE TO THOSE WHO COME INTO CONTACT
WITH THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM

4,1

The Commissioner continues to invest in a range of services for those who come
into contact with the criminal justice system. In addition, the Liaison and
Diversion service remains in police custody which identifies people who have
substance misuse or other vulnerabilities.

4.2

Other initiatives funded by the Commissioner include Brand Recovery and
Outreach 1625. These organisations will all be providing a service in the financial
year 2019/20.

Brand Recovery

4.3

Brand Recovery is a co-commissioned service with Derbyshire County Council
which operates county wide.

4.4

They provide a range of services such as supporting work in Derby City around
new psychoactive substances including mamba use. They work with a range of
substance users in order to reduce and ultimately cease problematic substance
misuse.

5
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4.4

In addition, Brand Recovery also provide a structured programme of support to
break the cycle of offending, drug and alcohol use and episodes of poor mental
health for those in need.

Outreach 1625

4.3

The Commissioner co-commissions and funds the bulk of an outreach service
with Derbyshire County Council called Outreach 1625. This service delivers
interventions to reduce harm around substance misuse and associated risky
behaviours.

4.4

The service specifically targets young people between 16-25 years old within the
county council area of Derbyshire.

4.5

The outreach service aims to prevent or delay drug or alcohol use and prevent
young people who are already using substances moving on to other more
potentially dangerous substances.

4.6

The outreach service targets three distinct place-based areas including Further
and Higher Education establishments, the broader Night Time Economy (NTE),
and festivals, local events and identified locations of concern such as local
parks.

5.

SUB-OBJECTIVE 4: THE PCC SHALL CHALLENGE LOCAL AUTHORITIES
TO USE ALL POWERS AVAILABLE TO THEM RELATING TO THE ISSUING
AND

MONITORING

OF

PREMISES

LICENCES,

INCLUDING

CONSIDERATION OF EARLY MORNING RESTRICTION ORDERS, AND
THE USE OF ALCOHOL BANNING ORDERS

5.1

Decisions surrounding the use of powers relating to licensed premises remains
outside of the direct remit of the PCC. He does continue to receive regular
updates on work undertaken by both the local authorities and the Constabulary.

6
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5.2

Cumulative Impact Zones (CIZ’s) remain the preferred approach as opposed to
Early Morning Restriction Orders (EMROs) and Alcohol Banning Orders (ABOs).
(See report from Derbyshire Constabulary).

6

PCC’s NATIONAL PORTFOLIO

6.1

The PCC continues to work as the national lead PCC on the Alcohol and
Substance Misuse portfolio on behalf of all PCCs.
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1.

OVERVIEW OF THE STRATEGIC PRIORITY
PROVIDE AN OVERVIEW OF WORK TOWARDS THE POLICE AND CRIME
PLAN OBJECTIVE 3: WORKING TO TACKLE THE IMPACT OF DRUGS
AND ALCOHOL ON COMMUNITIES.

1.1

Number of alcohol related crimes, broken down by types of offence, for each of
the past three years.

Criminal Damage and
Arson
Drug Offences
Miscellaneous Crimes
against Society
Possession of Weapons
Offences
Public Disorder
Robbery
Sexual Offences
Theft Offences
Violence Against the
Person
1.2

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

% increase
17→18

539

513

584

13.8%

86

94

119

26.6%

29

18

56

211.1%

67

65

104

60.0%

325
37
163
384

348
51
163
344

471
65
270
429

35.3%
27.5%
65.6%
24.7%

3008

3177

3592

13.1%

4,638

4,773

5,690

19.2%

Number of alcohol related incidents for each of the past 3 years.

Alcohol Related
Calls for Service
All Calls for Service
Proportion of
Alcohol Related

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

% increase
17 →18

10,563

8,692

8,471

-2.5%

226,238

204,729

249,698

-9.5%

4.7%

4.2%

3.4%

1.3

There is a clear discrepancy between alcohol related crimes and incidents, with
one area increasing and decreasing respectively. As has been reported through
previous SPA reports the processes for ensuring the right crime flags are placed
against crimes has been on-going. We are confident this process has resulted in
the increasing number of alcohol related crimes, which is supported by the
discrepancy between the two sets of figures.

1.4

The number of offences which have an alcohol flag for each of the past three
years for the specific offences of Domestic Abuse (DA), Violent Crime, Sexual
Offences, Damage and Arson.
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2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

23%

23.1%

16.4%

Violent Crimes

21.9%

21.8%

18.6%

Sexual Offences

8.9%

8.8%

11.8%

Damage and Arson

6.8%

6.3%

7.3%

Crimes

Domestic Abuse

1.5

There has been a reduction in the number of alcohol related Domestic Violence
(DV) crimes – this reduction, coupled with an increase in other DV crimes that
are not alcohol related has led to a reduction in the proportion of those that are
alcohol related.

1.6

The recording of appropriate crime flags has improved but it is recognised that
data quality can always be improved. Education to officers will continue and other
approaches to ensure a full understanding in this area will be explored – for
example looking to break this down even further to understand the proportion of
offences in the Night Time Economy (NTE) would allow us to further understand
our demand in this area.

1.7

Alcohol related deaths can be viewed at the following link which is provided by
the Office for National Statistics however, these are only shown to regional level https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/healthandsocialcare/cau
sesofdeath/datasets/alcoholspecificdeathsintheukmaindataset.

1.8

Number of drug possession/trafficking offences for each of the past 3 years and
positive outcome rate.
Sanction Positive
Restorative Positive
Detection Outcome
Disposals Outcomes
Rate
Rate

Drug Possession (a)

Crimes

Sanction
Detections

2016/17

1,566

1,259

78

1,337

80%

85%

2017/18

1,601

1,227

117

1,344

77%

84%

2018/19

1,689

1,294

98

1,392

77%

82%

Sanction Positive
Restorative Positive
Detection Outcome
Disposals Outcomes
Rate
Rate

Drug Trafficking (b)

Crimes

Sanction
Detections

2016/17

544

382

2

384

70%

71%

2017/18

550

344

3

347

63%

63%

2018/19

646

329

4

333

51%

52%
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Sanction Positive
Restorative Positive
Detection Outcome
Disposals Outcomes
Rate
Rate

Drug Offences (a+b)

Crimes

Sanction
Detections

2016/17

2,110

1,641

80

1,721

78%

82%

2017/18

2,151

1,571

120

1,691

73%

79%

2018/19

2,335

1,623

102

1,725

70%

74%

1.9

There has been a rise in the number of possession offences which is in line with
an upward trend recorded over the past three years. This coincides with further
training having being given to officers around stop search. It should also be noted
that there has been a corresponding rise in community drugs intelligence,
including that to Crimestoppers over this period on which we will always look to
act upon.

1.10

The outcome rate for possession offences has remained relatively stable. There
has been a slight decrease which is reflective of some of the difficulties in
identifying novel psychoactive substances. There are also some ongoing delays
in testing being experienced at present which will be having some effect on the
2018/19 figures.

1.11

It may seem that possession figures will always have an offender that could be
identified. This is not however always the case. Any find of drugs by police is
expected to be recorded as a crime – for example a car stopped containing drugs
with five occupants, a crime would be recorded but it may not be possible to
ultimately prove who had possession, which results in a possession crime
without a positive outcome.

1.12

The Force continues to concentrate on those causing the most harm to our
communities through the dealing of drugs which is reflected in the increase in
reported drug trafficking offences.

1.13

The reduction in the outcome rate for trafficking reflects the complexities of these
types of crime, although we are confident the police and support agencies are
well placed to deal with these offences which is reflected in the increased offence
rates. As in 1.9 a number of the crimes reported in 2018/19 will not yet have
been finalised and so we would expect to see an increase.

1.14

In summer 2018 Operation Halifax commenced in Derby City. This was a proactive enforcement operation that led to 88 arrests for a variety of offences
centred on the supply of ‘mamba’. This operation will also have had an effect on
the possession and trafficking figures.

1.15

The below table shows the Crime Survey of England and Wales (CSEW)
estimate of illegal drug users, 16 to 59 year olds, between 2014-2017. This is the
most recent data available and it is not broken down to county level. This shows
an increase not dissimilar to that recorded within Derbyshire on police systems.

Any Class A Drug
Any Drug

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

991,000

978,000

1,032,000

2,790,000

2,737,000

2,793,000
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1.16

Trends within the illicit drug market have not significantly changed with cannabis
still being the most widely used/seized. Cannabis grows continue to be
discovered and dismantled on a frequent basis. Cocaine is frequently seized as
part of the on-going night time economy with regular heroin and crack cocaine
seizures for both possession only and trafficking offences. Less prevalent but still
seized are the likes of Amphetamine, MDMA and Ecstasy. There is little evidence
to support any significant spikes or changes in the use of NPS, Fentanyl or
Xanax.

1.17

The following table shows the number of drug related deaths for each of the past
three years.

Number of Drug Related Deaths

2016

Derby City
Derbyshire
(Derbyshire County Council Area)

2017

2018

56 – total over three years
23

16

27*

* Reviews have not been completed – as a result this figure may reduce.

1.18

The number reported in the county has shown a spike in 2018 compared to the
2017 figure; however this was considerably lower than the 2016 figure. As stated
the 2018 figure has the potential to decrease as some cases under review have
not yet been finalised. Neither City nor County report a particular trend of
concern. Both continue to report an ageing population whom have used, or
continue to use, drugs in the past that are now having an adverse impact on their
health resulting in some spikes in the number of deaths related to drug misuse.

1.19

Drug related deaths (and alcohol in the City) are monitored through the
appropriate review groups at which the police are represented. The intention of
these groups is to take any learning and carry it forward in an effort to prevent
further deaths, and improve the wellbeing of service users.

1.20

Drugs swipes in relation to those stopped driving a vehicle are used across the
County. In 2018 there were 427 tests carried out with a 50% positive rate. In
2019 for the first three months there have been 184 tests with a 53% positive
rate. This area of concern remains a key strand in the Constabulary’s education
and enforcement campaign of drivers.

1.21

There is no new legislation to note to this Board.

1.22

There are no emerging trends of concern to highlight to this Board. Trends are
dealt with as they are recognised through the well-established multi-agency
partnerships in place across the County. These include the Derbyshire
Substance Misuse Strategic Group (DSMSG), the Violence and Alcohol
Licensing Groups (VAL) at local level in the County, the Responsible Authorities
Meeting (RAM) in the City, Drug Availability Group (DAG) and the Drug (and
Alcohol) Related Death groups.
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2.

SUB-OBJECTIVE 1: THE PCC WILL WORK WITH PARTNERS, LICENSING
AUTHORITIES AND OTHER STAKEHOLDERS INCLUDING LICENCEES TO
DEVELOP LASTING SOLUTIONS TO ANTI-SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR DRIVEN
BY THE USE OF ALCOHOL OR DRUGS. THIS WILL INCLUDE THE
ONGOING DEVELOPMENT OF THE INTOXICATED CAMPAIGN.

2.1

Since the last report to this board the concerns regarding Mamba in Derby City
Centre and Chesterfield Town Centre have decreased, thanks largely to the
enforcement action taken under Operation Halifax. Issues remain but are now at
a manageable level.

2.2

Teams within both locations continue to patrol and if any person presents as
intoxicated on drugs then it is likely that dispersal under section 35 of the AntiSocial Behaviour, Crime and Policing Act 2014 is considered. This provides a
useful tool to protect the public from the anti-social behaviour that is caused by
substance misuse.

2.3

Dispersal notices are issued to prevent anti-social behaviour for a number of
reasons and in a number of locations. We do not record all those that are issued
and so it isn’t possible to report to this board the number issued, or provide any
comparison to previous years.

2.4

With Derby City Centre the Proactive Enforcement and Engagement Programme
(PEEP) continues to have a positive effect. The PEEP seeks to coordinate
support and enforcement activities to invoke behaviour change as a means of
exiting individuals from their current circumstances and behaviours which are
harmful to themselves, others and the wider community. It brings together all the
agencies who already offer service in a co-ordinated approach to actively target
individuals for engagement and enforcement.

2.5

It has been noted through the PEEP that the drug misuse profile of these
individuals has also changed with the majority identified as now using heroin and
crack, alongside Synthetic Cannabinoid Antagonistic Receptors (SCRAs) and
any other illicit drug available. This makes this cohort particularly high risk of
overdose and/or death. This is an area that the agencies within the PEEP will
continue to monitor for any trends.

2.6

A town centre summit was started over a year ago at Chesterfield which brought
together a vast array of partner agencies. From that meeting sub groups of
public, private and voluntary sectors were set up to look at various options. The
night shelter was started in Chesterfield over the winter months from 1 December
until 31 March. Within the plan for this were several support and reveal
mechanisms to help support those who were homeless and or dependent on
drugs and alcohol. This project has been a huge success and is planned for next
year. The town also has a dedicated team of street pastors who support police in
the night time economy with alcohol related issues.

2.7

Intoxicated was launched across the County in November 2017. This campaign
was intended to highlight the issues of serving intoxicated persons to licensees
and staff members working within the NTE. This is a message that the police
continue to push with licensees through ‘pub watches’ that active across the
County. Officers in Derby have also been offering revellers the opportunity to see
what their alcohol level is and offering appropriate advice. Many of those
providing samples are surprised at the level of alcohol in their system.
6
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2.8

Evaluating the effectiveness of Intoxicated is difficult as it relies upon responsible
licensing and the courage to not to sell alcohol to persons at a time when the
industry is struggling financially. As we continue to drive Intoxicated with
licensees we will be very much concentrating on the vulnerability side of the
message. We have concerns people enjoying the NTE are becoming overly
intoxicated and then being left to fend for themselves and at risk of coming to
harm.

2.9

The Police will be fully supporting the PCC’s Safe Night Out Scheme and will
take the opportunity to further drive the intoxicated message as part of this.

2.10

A concern was raised in the report to this Board in 2018 that there was a growing
trend of Takeaways being licensed to sell alcohol. This gave rise to some
concerns around the checks that were in place to ensure those receiving the
alcohol were over age. This trend has not continued and the numbers have
remained relatively low. Relevant checks from Local Authorities have not given
any cause for concern.

2.11

The Local Alcohol Action Area (LAAA) programme initially launched in February
2014. In 2016 Derbyshire were part of the second cohort. The aim of the project
was to prevent alcohol related crime and disorder using five measures. The
results of a recent evaluation are below. These outcomes were against a back
drop of increasing violent crime, sex offences and public disorder across the
county, so should be seen as a good outcome for the project
Initial Metric
Dispersal Orders Given Out
NTE Crime Figures
ASB Calls for Service Within NTE
Ambulance Pick-ups from NTE
Fixed Penalty Notices for DnD

Evaluation
Data not recorded
Remained Stable
Reduced by 9%
Remained Stable
Insufficient Data

2.12 The evaluation made the following recommendations/challenges:•
•
•
•
•
•
2.13

Evaluate the Ask Angela campaign and consider similar initiatives such as
the Angel shot campaign
Deliver more BIIAB, level one courses (Award in Responsible Alcohol
Retailing) in 2018/19 based on risk/threat locations.
Erewash Borough Council has shown an interest in more staff receiving Brief
Interventions sessions from Derbyshire Alcohol Advice Service, part of the
Derbyshire Recovery Partnership.
Investigate how analytics could make the most of Pubwatch data in matching
domestic abuse cases and repeat violence offenders.
There is further work required with the remaining Local Authorities to include
a Public Health statement in their licensing policy.
Maintain contact with the Home Office regarding best practice derived from
the LAAA programme and any work coming from Derbyshire.

Operations aimed at tackling anti-social behaviour, often as a result of substance
misuse are carried out on an almost daily basis by teams across the County.
Some of these include:7
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•

The one punch can Kill campaign was launched in Chesterfield which was an
awareness campaign highlighting the dangers of alcohol fuelled violence.
This was supported by various partners and saw a reduction in alcohol fuelled
violence and disorder in the town centre.

•

Derbyshire Fire and Rescue Service routinely drill in the town centre at peak
times on weekend evenings engaging the youth element.

•

The following link will take you to a local press report on Operation Halifax
which has been the biggest operation in this area in the past year.
https://www.derbytelegraph.co.uk/news/derby-news/derby-police-charge-50people-1815600.

2.14

1625 Outreach is a new service jointly commissioned by the Derbyshire Office of
the Police and Crime Commissioner and Derbyshire County Council. As the
name of the service suggests, the target audience are young people in
Derbyshire aged between 16 and 25, who are using drugs or alcohol or at risk of
using. The service delivers harm reduction interventions around drug and alcohol
use in a variety of settings. The service offers workshops on substance use in
educational settings, including universities, colleges and six forms. They will
attend festivals and other organised events, where drug or alcohol use is likely to
be prevalent. They carry out outreach work in the night-time economy and carry
out detached work with groups of young people in informal settings, such as
parks or other public spaces, where drug or alcohol use has been identified as
an issue. The service works in partnership with a number of local agencies,
including educational establishments, the police, community safety partnerships
and the multi-agency teams.

3.

SUB-OBJECTIVE 2: THE PCC WILL WORK TO ENSURE THAT THE NHS
PLAYS ITS PART BY PROVIDING DE-PERSONALISED DATA RELATING
TO RELEVANT A&E ADMISSIONS DUE TO DRUG OR ALCOHOL USE TO
HELP IDENTIFY ANY PROBLEM LOCATIONS AND WORK WITH
PARTNERS TO DEVELOP PLANS TO TACKLE THE PROBLEMS IN THESE
AREAS

3.1

With relation to Emergency department data Chesterfield Royal Hospital data is
good and continues to be received regularly. A briefing session is planned with
the reception staff to ensure new staff are informed of the requirements and to
give the staff an opportunity to understand how their work informs the licencing
teams locally. There is ongoing work at the hospital to provide a more refined
data set. Derby Royal data continues to be shared with the county, but the
number of records remains low compared with the Chesterfield Royal Hospital
data set.

3.2

The ‘Cardiff’ data collection model has been fully embedded within Royal Derby
Hospital data systems for over 5 years. This is an approach to violence
prevention in which data from hospitals is shared with the police and local
authorities. Receptionists at emergency departments record the location and
weapon used from individuals injured through violence. This ensures that
‘problem locations’ can be identified and reported.
8
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3.3

The recording of Cardiff incidents increased substantially last September
following a drive to enhance data capture. A potential gap arises from the low
number of incidents with a specific location recorded. However, work continues
between public health and royal derby hospital to try to ensure the
receptionist/triage nurses include this wherever possible.

3.4

The Cardiff data, along with East Midlands Ambulance Service pick up date,
Taxi Marshall and Street Pastor reports are all collated to identify potential
hotspots. These are then subjected to enhanced patrols within our NTE policing
approach. If a particular premise is identified this will be subject to scrutiny from
the local licensing team, and a partnership approach taken to improving any
issues.

3.5

Alcohol admissions for the last three years (per 100,000 population).
2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

Derbyshire

713

711

710

Derby

845

890

811

The figures have remained consistent across the County for the past three
years. These both are above the East Midlands and National figures which for
the last year are 669 and 632 respectively.
4.

SUB-OBJECTIVE 3: THE PCC SHALL WORK WITH COMMISSIONING
PARTNERS TO ENSURE THAT DRUG AND ALCOHOL TREATMENT
SERVICES ARE ACCESSIBLE TO THOSE WHO COME INTO CONTACT
WITH THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM

4.1

The Alcohol Diversion Scheme report is completed annually, with the next due in
May/June 2019. It is not therefore possible to give an update on the data
reported to last year’s Board.

4.2

Custody based Liaison and Diversion activity is delivered by Derbyshire Health
Care Foundation Trust (DHcFT) in both Derby and Chesterfield custody suites.
This service includes screening for a range of health needs including mental
health, substance misuse and learning difficulty. In Derby the substance misuse
element is delivered by Derby Drug Alcohol and Recovery Service (DDARS).
There is good evidence of joint working between the L and D team and the drug
workers in Derby with cover provided between 7.30 - 3.30 pm 7 days a week. In
Derby the DDARS staff also provide court reports and assessment for substance
misuse treatment requirements. Court cover is currently limited by staffing issues
in the L&D team.

9
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4.3

Number of persons currently in treatment

Opiate
Derbyshire Non-opiate
Alcohol
Opiate
Derby
Non-opiate
Alcohol

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

Successful
completions
as
a
proportion of all in
treatment (rolling 12
month calculation)

2007
592
803
1161
311
477

1984
529
688
1112
225
501

1531
102
495
*
*
*

4.4%
29.9%
36%
7%**
37%**
37%**

* Figures not available on Public Health England internet site.

** Taken from PHE website with data only up until 2016/17
5.

SUB-OBJECTIVE 4: THE PCC SHALL CHALLENGE LOCAL AUTHORITIES
TO USE ALL POWERS AVAILABLE TO THEM RELATING TO THE ISSUING
AND
MONITORING
OF
PREMISES
LICENCES,
INCLUDING
CONSIDERATION OF EARLY MORNING RESTRICTION ORDERS, AND
THE USE OF ALCOHOL BANNING ORDERS.

5.1

Dedicated police licensing teams work closely with the local authorities on each
division. Their core role is to promote the licensing objectives and robustly
challenge and monitor existing licences as well as objecting to proposed
licences which would be detrimental to the community and NTE.

5.2

Early Morning Restriction Orders (EMROs) have been previously considered
across the county – it remains the case that these are not thought to be
required at this time.

5.3

Criminal Behaviour Orders (CBOs) and Alcohol Banning Orders (ABOs) are
considered but used infrequently. In relation to the latter such an order has not
been utilised in Derbyshire. This is recognised as an area where our approach
could be reviewed and best practice from around the country considered.

5.4

The Cumulative Impact Zone (CIZ) in Derby continues to be effective, and is the
only CIZ in place in the County. The process of reviewing the CIZ has
commenced and will be reported upon later this year. The Police are full
partners within that review. The Police’s view is that it has had a significant
impact in repelling many new drinking venues opening in the city and also
helped to keep the hours of operation to a manageable time.

5.5

As above in the County we have an effective VAL partnership approach, which
is replicated in the city with the RAM. We can always make the partnership
arrangements within these groups better, and a priority over the coming year
will be to concentrate on links with the Local Authority within Derby City.
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5.6

The approach to Pubwatch is particularly strong across the County with active
members across the Board. Members of course come and go but the numbers
remain relatively consistent. Relationships with local licensing teams are
excellent. The application of Pubwatch banning orders is applied positively and
effectively however as above a combined approach with CBOs and ABOs
would further strengthen this approach.

5.7

Test Purchase operations are run by Local Authority Trading Standards teams,
with the full support of the local police. In the past three years these have been
done for knives, tobacco and off licence alcohol sales. All of these are reported
on separately with appropriate action being taken where necessary.

6.

RISKS AND THREATS

6.1

On average 50 young people or children in Derby require treatment for drug and
alcohol use each year. Although small in number (considering the city’s
estimated of 60,000 under 18s) there are a growing number who continue to
experiment with drugs, alcohol and risk-taking behaviour. Building on the inschool advice and support already available there needs to be more drug
education programmes and other activities that engage children and equip them
with the knowledge and skills required to change attitudes and build confidence.
Similarly risky behaviour linked to children’s vulnerability needs to be identified
earlier in order to safeguard them.

6.2

Further work and consideration around the use of ABOs and CBOs to identify
best practice (5.3 and 5.6).

6.3

Continuing improvement in integration of Cardiff, EMAS, Taxi and Street Pastor
detail to give a comprehensive data set in relation to the NTE to allow agencies
to take an evidence based approach to solving any issues. (Sub-objective 2).

6.4

Replacement of the LAAA (2.11).

6.5

A CIZ has not been successfully applied for in relation to off-licence alcohol sales
and the potential impact these have on ASB. Further work could be undertaken
to ascertain the likelihood of success of such an approach (5.4).

7.

SUMMARY

7.1

Substance misuse within Derbyshire is being managed both operationally and
strategically through a partnership approach. The importance of the DSMSG in
the County and the City’s strategy is vital to continuing this work. Whilst there
remains, and always will be, work to do this targeted and evidence based
approach is ensuring that those of the highest risk of harm have the necessary
help available to them. It also allows for the quick identification of any trends and
subsequent development of plans to tackle these at an early stage.
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1.

OVERVIEW OF THE STRATEGIC PRIORITY

1.1

Objective 3: Working to tackle the impact of drugs and alcohol on communities. )

1.2

Submissions were received from the following partners: Erewash CSP, Amber
Valley CSP, Bolsover CSP and South Derbyshire CSP, Derbyshire County
Council Community Safety, Derby City CSP, Pubwatch (Atlas Enforcement Ltd),
Drinkaware.

1.3

The CSPs (Community Safety Partnerships) are partnerships to make
Derbyshire a safe place to live, work and visit. All their priorities are agreed
through the Derbyshire Safer Communities Board.

2.

SUB-OBJECTIVE 1: THE PCC WILL WORK WITH PARTNERS, LICENSING
AUTHORITIES AND OTHER STAKEHOLDERS INCLUDING LICENCEES TO
DEVELOP LASTING SOLUTIONS TO ANTI-SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR DRIVEN BY
THE USE OF ALCOHOL OR DRUGS. THIS WILL INCLUDE THE ONGOING
DEVELOPMENT OF THE INTOXICATED CAMPAIGN

2.1

Taxi Marshalls are provided to assist the general public in leaving the City Centre
safely.

2.2

Risks to Taxi Marshalls whilst undertaking their duties is verbal abuse and
sometimes physical abuse from individuals that are intoxicated. The risk is
mitigated by ensuring that the Taxi Marshalls have received the relevant training
under the SIA Door Supervision Licence that covers conflict management.
Additional in-house training and support is given to all individuals who work for
Atlas to ensure that our operatives are safe and secure. Risk of physical violence
towards the Taxi Marshall is infrequent but can occur. Taxi Marshalls are trained
in physical constraint and the use of reasonable force given during their SIA Door
Supervision Training. Taxi Marshalls can be the first on the scene to an incident
or reporting an incident that has occurred, they wear BWV Cameras and have
use of Pubwatch radio to communicate with the CCTV control room, the Police
and the Street Pastors who all work collaboratively to tackle the impact of drugs
and alcohol in the night time economy.

2.3

Drinkaware Crew is an in-venue initiative designed to reduce alcohol-related
vulnerability in night-time economy venues and support the welfare and wellbeing
of young people on a night out.
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2.4

In September 2017, Drinkaware Crew training was delivered by Drinkaware in
partnership with Derbyshire Constabulary and Derby Union of Students. The
Union nominated 9 individuals to be trained as Drinkaware Crew members, with
a view to the programme being delivered at Union of Students’ club nights at the
Union and affiliated external venues. The project is being extended in 2019, with
Drinkaware Crew training being delivered on 17th April, with staff from the Union
and external venues due to attend.

2.5

At the end of each shift, Drinkaware Crew members fill out an activity log that
records the number of individuals helped and the type of assistance delivered.
The importance of logging all incidences and cases of support is highlighted in
the Crew training. Over the 2017-18 academic year, a large number of University
of Derby students have been supported by the Drinkaware Crew, who have
provided support ranging from handing out bottles of water and calling taxis for
lone customers travelling home, to escalating issues to security and first aid
teams. Drinkaware’s next report will include details of the types of emotional and
practical support offered by Crew members and will provide anonymised
supportive quotes to demonstrate this.

2.6

The Drinkaware Crew programme has been warmly received by both partners
and customers and has resulted in very positive partnership working between
Drinkaware, the Police and the Union of Students.

2.7

Work towards this priority is prevalent in the CSP areas of Erewash, Amber
Valley and South Derbyshire.

2.8

In Erewash the work around licensing remains well supported. Partnership
relationships have been developed over a number of years and the joint
resources of organisations continue to be utilised in the best way possible. The
number of licensed premises that flag to the Authority’s attention continues to be
a lower level than a number of years ago, showcasing the success that the local
Violence, Alcohol and Licensing Harm (VAL) Group has had in facilitating
information sharing and activity.

2.9

Local campaigns and activity take place as required including providing BIIAB
training for premises staff and linking into county-wide projects and branding.

2.10

Local Pubwatch Groups in Erewash are very well supported by the Licensing
Authority and the Police and have provided information, guidance and drug
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training to help the licensees and ensure they have the confidence to adopt a
zero approach to drug and alcohol abuse.
2.11

A drink drive poster campaign developed by the Police to highlight how long
different alcoholic drinks take to leave a person is being planned for late spring.
The posters will be sent to club premises and through PubWatch Groups.

2.12

Amber Valley Community Safety Partnership (CSP) monitors problems on and
off licensed premises through their multi-agency Violence, Alcohol and Licensing
(VAL) Group. Information is shared by partners e.g. Amber Valley Borough
Council Street Cleaning and Parks and provides information such as evidence of
large amounts of beer bottle littering in specific areas which enables local SNTs
to target their patrols. Initiatives are developed through the VAL Action Plan
which recently have included pro-active enforcement i.e. injunctions served on
adult street drinkers and the implementation of Public Spaces Protection Orders
(PSPO’s). For example, a PSPO is current in 20 locations within the Amber
Valley area including Ripley, Alfreton, Belper and Heanor Town Centres which
prohibits people from consuming alcohol or being in possession of an open
container of alcohol in public open spaces within the designated areas.

2.13

Trading Standards test purchase operations and joint licensing visits are carried
out at problem premises identified by the AVCSP. In addition, late night multiagency visits are made to on and off licensed premises where there is insufficient
intelligence to support test purchase operations but where it is felt necessary to
remind the Licensees that monitoring activity is in place as a preventative
measure to ensure they are complying with their license. For example, on
22.03.19 the CSP team together with Amber Valley Borough Council Licensing
visited several off licensed premises to speak with the Licensees and check their
refusal logs. They also visited a number of pubs where they completed similar
checks including cocaine wipe tests, all of which showed negative results. This
was met with a positive response from the Licensees. The team were provided
with a mobile telephone number for the on-duty PACE Inspector to provide police
assistance with the visits if required. Further late night visits are scheduled to
take place on a quarterly basis.

2.14

Using the PCC Community Safety Fund, both Amber Valley and Bolsover CSPs
have commissioned Extreme Wheels to provide sessions of diversionary
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activities in Alfreton, Heanor and Bolsover town centre. Bolsover’s CSP was
used as match-funding to the Police SMART Group (North Division) who
provided additional sessions.
2.15

As part of this initiative, Extreme Wheels deliver CSP messages to young people
relating to the possible harm caused by substance misuse. The messages are
delivered in a variety of formats including verbally and by means of ‘beer goggle
racing’ where young people undertake a timed course on a race track on KMX
karts without wearing beer googles and then undertake the same timed course
whilst wearing the goggles which imitate the effects of having consumed alcohol.
This demonstrates the lack of control and reduced ability to safely complete the
course and facilitates conversation relating to the possible harms caused by
substance misuse to the young people engaging with the activity. Extreme
Wheels staff also share intelligence relating to substance misuse amongst the
young people gained whilst engaging them at the diversionary activity sessions,
with the CSP which assists in identifying trends and hot spots.

2.16

Using the PCC Community Safety Fund, the CSP provide alcohol testing strips to
Extreme Wheels staff and SNT Officers. These are used to determine if alcohol
is being consumed or carried in open containers when allowing access to
diversionary activities or in PSPO designated areas. In addition, the CSP
provide cocaine wipes to Police and Amber Valley Borough Council/Bolsover
District Council Licensing Officers for use on joint visits to licensed premises.

2.17

Bolsover Community Safety Partnership (CSP) monitors problems on and off
licensed premises through their multi-agency Safeguarding Group. Initiatives are
developed through the Safeguarding Action Plan which includes pro-active
enforcement and the implementation of Public Spaces Protection Orders
(PSPO’s). The Shirebrook and Langwith Junction PSPO initially came into force
in 2015 and following its success in reducing street drinking, has recently been
extended for another three year period. The Langwith PSPO which is covered by
two local authorities (Bolsover and Bassetlaw District Councils) came into force
in 2016 and consideration is currently being given to extending this Order. Both
PSPOs prohibit people from consuming alcohol or being in possession of an
open container of alcohol in public open spaces within the designated areas.
Trading Standards test purchase operations and joint licensing visits are carried
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out at problem premises identified by the CSP.
2.18

Bolsover CSP partner agencies are working together to progress the introduction
of a Community Alcohol Partnership (CAP) in Bolsover Town Centre being a
particular hot spot area for ASB and substance misuse among young people.
The hallmark of the CAP project is a combination of education, enforcement of
Challenge 25, engagement of the local community and business and provision of
appropriate diversionary activities. The CAP will construct a unique action plan
for the area to deal with its specific problems and will engage with all partners
including Bolsover School who have offered to host the CAP meetings, local
businesses/retailers, local charities, housing associations, residents’ associations
and health networks.

2.19

In South Derbyshire local bi-monthly Violence Alcohol and Licensing meetings
are held which are attended by Police Licensing, Council Licensing,
Environmental Health, and the Fire Service. The meeting discusses license
premises where complaints have been received. Where multiple complaints are
received a joint visit will often be carried out and action plan will be produced to
address the issues. They also hold a bi-monthly Pub- watch Meetings for the
license premises in the Swadlincote and Newhall area, and have 30 active
members. Banning orders are issued to any individuals causing issues and the
pubs are provided with a regular update from both Police and Council Licensing
teams.

2.20

CSE awareness raising training package developed by Derbyshire County
Council’s Community Safety Unit and rolled out to District / Borough licensing
teams for delivery to their taxi companies across Derbyshire.

3.

SUB-OBJECTIVE 2: THE PCC WILL WORK TO ENSURE THAT THE NHS
PLAYS ITS PART BY PROVIDING DE-PERSONALISED DATA RELATING TO
RELEVANT A&E ADMISSIONS DUE TO DRUG OR ALCOHOL USE TO HELP
IDENTIFY ANY PROBLEM LOCATIONS AND WORK WITH PARTNERS TO
DEVELOP PLANS TO TACKLE THE PROBLEMS IN THESE AREAS

3.1

The ‘Cardiff’ data collection model has been fully embedded within Royal Derby
Hospital data systems for over 5 years. This is an approach to violence
prevention in which data from hospitals is shared with the police and local
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authorities. Receptionists at Emergency Departments record the location and
weapon used from individuals injured through violence. This ensures that
“problem locations” can be identified and reported.
3.2

The recording of Cardiff incidents increased substantially last September
following a drive to enhance data capture. A potential gap arises from the low
number of incidents with a specific location recorded. However, work continues
between Public Health and Royal Derby Hospital to try to ensure the
receptionist/triage nurses include this wherever possible.

4.

SUB-OBJECTIVE 3: THE PCC SHALL WORK WITH COMMISSIONING
PARTNERS TO ENSURE THAT DRUG AND ALCOHOL TREATMENT
SERVICES ARE ACCESSIBLE TO THOSE WHO COME INTO CONTACT
WITH THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM

4.1

Problematic drug use has emerged in the City - almost exclusively within the
homeless and marginalised communities, as a result of the rise in availability of
synthetic cannabinoid receptor agonists (SCRA’s) or so called ‘Mamba’. This has
manifested itself into highly visible, drug related aggressive begging and
distressing antisocial behaviour in and around the city centre. Key stakeholders
and partners quickly responded to the new threat by establishing the ‘Partnership
Engagement and Enforcement Programme’ (PEEP) in June 2017.

4.2

A daily, virtual tasking group (with a dedicated co-ordinator) that directs
partnership resources within the city centre to tackle visible, on-street
problematic substance misuse and antisocial behaviour. The partnership
resources currently deployed include: city centre police officers; treatment
providers; outreach workers; homeless charities; city centre rangers;
accommodation providers and the probation service. A monthly steering group
oversees the performance of PEEP and undertakes detailed case discussions of
those identified as on - or relevant to - the programme. High level details are
discussed Police and Crime Commissioners city centre partnership summit
meeting.

4.3

Since June 2017 PEEP has operated in Derby City Centre and has proved very
effective. In the first year the following performance measures were recorded:
58 individuals have been referred onto the PEEP scheme;
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28 of the individuals were removed from the list due to being no longer visible;
29 of the individuals who were rough sleeping were accommodated;
16 maintained stable accommodation;
40 entered drug and alcohol treatment services.
The rationale for programme exit is predicated on reduced visibility of drug
related anti-social behaviour in the city centre.
4.4

Operation Halifax over the Summer of 2018 saw 80 people arrested for being
concerned in the supply of drugs and other offences in and around the city
centre. This had a significant impact in the short term on the visibility of drug
taking resulting in a number of Criminal Behaviour Orders against offenders.
However the supply of SCRA’s has since increased and although not returned to
the historic levels seen in 2017 still requires a co-ordinated partnership approach
in order to contain the risk that this presents. The drug misuse profile of these
individuals has also changed with the majority identified as now using heroin and
crack, alongside SCRA’s and any other illicit drug available. This makes this
cohort particularly high risk of overdose and/or death.

4.5

Complimentary funding was secured from MHCLG in August 2018 by Derby
Homes to provide an outreach engagement team to promote access to
accommodation for rough sleepers. Additional funding was then secured to
provide more intensive drug worker intervention including enhanced engagement
and key working for 12 months in the Safe Space and on-street locations for
vulnerable people.

4.6

Local evidence indicates that women in treatment have poorer health outcomes
(resulting in death at an average age of 37 years). Profiling reveals that one of
the triggers for this - is the removal of children from parental care, with women
often experiencing significant domestic violence or abuse but not engaging with
the MARAC process. Although not all women fall within the remit of PEEP
(visible on-street ASB) – there are synergies in relation to their substance misuse
related offending and/or victim profiles. The treatment service has identified a
core group of these women who will receive an intensive intervention, including
rapid access to suitable housing in order to increase engagement, build
resilience and improve health and criminal justice outcomes. This approach is
due to commence in June 2019.
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4.7

Derby City Council Partnership Substance Misuse Strategy - Derby City Council
and partners including the PCC’s Office has identified 5 strategic aims - as the
key risks and threats relating to substance misuse from a health, crime and
community safety perspective. These aims are as follows:

1.

to raise awareness of the harms caused by drug taking and excessive
alcohol use across all age groups - working with those affected to prevent
such harm.

2.

to reduce deaths caused by drug taking and ill health associated with long
term drug use through partnership working.

3.

to tackle harmful drinking across the City – by working with hospitals, GP’s
and treatment agencies.

4.

to stop people behaving anti-socially and aggressively in the City whilst
under the influence of drugs and alcohol through partnership work.

5.

to ensure the delivery of effective treatment that helps people to rebuild
their lives and recover from harmful drug and alcohol use.

4.8

Adverse childhood experiences (ACE’s) are identified as significant indicators of
both poor health and criminal justice outcomes. Evidence suggests that
individuals affected are more likely to misuse drugs and alcohol as well as to
become victim or perpetrator of violent crime. Public Health is adopting a ‘system
leadership’ approach in developing ‘trauma informed’ practices within the
workforce of its commissioned services (Public Health Nurses and Substance
Misuse Services).

4.9

From a substance misuse perspective those who have experienced 4 or more
adverse experiences in childhood are ‘high risk’ individuals which has led them in
to a lifestyle of substance misuse and offending. These high risk groups include
the homeless community and single women both underserved groups who are
often involved in the criminal justice system.

4.10

The 2 key aims identified in the Substance Misuse Partnership Strategy relating
to these high risk groups are identified as:
1) to reduce deaths caused by drug taking and ill health associated with long
term drug use through partnership working.
2) to stop people behaving anti-socially and aggressively in the City whilst under
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the influence of drugs and alcohol through partnership work
4.11

Strong co-ordination of resources in the city centre is what is required to manage
individuals - who as a result of adverse childhood experiences - resist the
support offered and continue to engage in drug related anti-social, offending and
health harming behaviour.

4.12

DLNR CRC provide Probation Services in the Derbyshire area which includes
supervising offenders who experience drug and alcohol misuse issues. These
offenders are either subject to community sentences, which may include Drug
Rehabilitation or Alcohol Treatment Requirements (DRRs/ATWs), or post-release
supervision following a period of imprisonment. Within the CRC, there is a
Strategic Health and Substance Misuse Group which ensures that policy and
practice is consistent with national guidance and the latest evidence of
effectiveness. Within Derby city, the CRC has a specialist Substance Misuse
Team which manages those offenders subject to DRR and ATRs. Within the
county, such cases are managed by generic Case Management Teams.

4.13

Partnership working is critical to reducing reoffending amongst this group and the
CRC works closely with Drug and Alcohol Treatment providers in both the City
and County. Good communication and integrated working, where necessary, is
critical in ensuring treatment is accessible and forms part of an individual’s
overall Sentence Plan.

4.14

The CRC is a member of the multi-agency Derbyshire Substance Misuse
Strategy Group. This group is currently working on a multi-agency action plan
with Probation-specific actions outlined as 1) to ensure appropriate treatment and
recovery services are available to offenders and 2) undertake work with courts to
increase confidence in utilising Court imposed requirements to support treatment
outcomes for offenders.

4.15

Mitigating actions from the DLNR CRC are in place as below:

4.16

The CJS substance misuse pathway has been reviewed (City and County) which
clearly defines partnership responsibilities, including the Court assessment
process.

4.17

The new CRC Staff in Court role also has a focus on identifying those Service
Users that are suitable for DRR/ATR disposals to provide on the day information
to support sentencing outcomes.
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4.18

Mamba/SCRA activity is currently a high priority for prison establishments. The
CRC’s Through the Gate team attend the Prison Strategic Substance Misuse
meetings. Information regarding each instance of Mamba/SCRA use is fed back
by Through the Gate staff to community-based Case Managers to ensure that
treatment plans can be formulated in response.

4.19

Current services that are in place and working well to achieve these objectives
are as follows:

4.20

TTG Resettlement - The Through the Gate Service that is delivered by DLNR
CRC ensures that a clear discharge plan is in place for every Service User being
released from custody ahead of release that will include treatment/prescribing
information. This plan then follows the Service User into the community in order
to try and achieve a smooth transition from custody.

4.21

Case-specific information regarding substance misuse/treatment needs are
shared with the community-based Case Manager ahead of release from custody
to enable arrangements to be made for the Service User to access the drug or
alcohol support once they are released.

4.22

Integrated Offender Management - Supports timely information exchange
between agencies for both custody and community based Service Users who
have drug and alcohol treatment needs.

4.23

Co-location arrangements for CRC, NPS and Treatment Provider Services are in
place to support IOM cases having quicker access to treatment.

4.24

Treatment Provider Co-location - The CRC are co-located with Derbyshire
Recovery Partnership in the Chesterfield CRC Office to support effective working
relationships.

4.25

Treatment Provider Relationships - Work is currently underway, with support
from Commissioners, to further improve the relationships and liaison between the
CRC and treatment providers.

4.26

It is noted that Taxi Marshalls are not there to treat drug and alcohol related
issues as they are not currently trained to administer first aid. The Taxi
Marshalls’ responsibility is to report issues to gain the correct help for the
individual.

4.27

In South Derbyshire, the CSP has representation at the local Childrens Health
and Well-Being Group where drugs treatment services are discussed and this
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year a new post (Specialist T2 Substance Misuse worker) has been
commissioned by this meeting. The meeting also arranged Drug and Alcohol
prevention and intervention Training for MAT and Schools scheduled for 20th
March 2019 to include parental substance misuse and current drug trends.
Local Drugs Services attend the Monthly Integrated Offender Management
meetings which discusses local prolific offenders.

5.

SUB-OBJECTIVE 4: THE PCC SHALL CHALLENGE LOCAL AUTHORITIES
TO USE ALL POWERS AVAILABLE TO THEM RELATING TO THE ISSUING
AND MONITORING OF PREMISES LICENCES, INCLUDING
CONSIDERATION OF EARLY MORNING RESTRICTION ORDERS, AND THE
USE OF ALCOHOL BANNING ORDERS

5.1

Erewash CSP is well-known across the county for its partnership challenge of all
premises and use of powers to ensure that the sale of alcohol is done
responsibly and to lessen the potential impact on local communities.

5.2

The Licensing Act 2003 provides a mechanism to review the licences of
problematic premises and this is available for the Responsible Authorities and
any affected person who can evidence issues taking place in an area. The local
authority have supported the Police on previous applications to review a licence
where there is evidence to support the licensing objectives are not being upheld,
this ensures a robust outcome, and often achieves the aim without the
requirement of a hearing.

5.3

Amber Valley Borough Council Licensing are part of the Amber Valley CSP
Violence, Alcohol and Licensing (VAL) Group that monitors problem on and off
licensed premises, undertaking joint visits with Police and CSP Officers to
licensed premises and implementing pro-active enforcement where appropriate.

5.4

Bolsover District Council Licensing are part of the CSP Safeguarding Group that
monitors problem on and off licensed premises, they too undertake joint visits
with Police to licensed premises and implementing pro-active enforcement where
appropriate.

5.5

The above powers would be considered within South Derbyshire CSP should the
need arise, however they have very little night time economy and very few
persistent issues that would warrant the use of these powers. Most issues are
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nipped in the bud quite quickly.

6.

RISKS AND THREATS

6.1

‘Cardiff’ data - at present, data from the local hospitals (Royal Derby and Queens
Medical Centre) is received infrequently. Therefore partners rely on information
from other sources to understand the issues that are surrounding licensed
premises in Erewash; this may also be the situation for other areas who have not
raised the issue. This has not stopped work from being undertaken.

The

‘Cardiff’ data information doesn’t cover Burton Hospital which is the hospital most
use for South Derbyshire residents.
6.2

Current threat and risk areas are identified by the DNLR CRC as follows:

6.3

Court sentencing trends – there has been an apparent reduction in the number of
Service Users being sentenced to Drug Rehabilitation Requirements since 2016.

6.4

The wide availability of illicit ‘Mamba’ or Synthetic Cannabinoid Receptor
Agonists in prisons increases the likelihood of non-drug using Service Users are
at an increased risk of drug use. These individuals may then develop
problematic drug use into the community.

6.5

Erewash CSP cite the biggest risk and threat around drugs and alcohol at the
moment continues to be the limited resources that are dedicated to this work
across the wider partnership. Whilst the additional police officers within the
SNTs will impact positively on the local community, the time of specialised
officers across other organisations is limited.

6.6

Pubwatch raises the risk of verbal abuse, physical violence – to mitigate this the
following is in place: SIA Door Supervision Trained, in-house training, Pubwatch
radio and BWV Camera.

6.7

South Derbyshire have had issues with County Lines over the past 12 months,
however much work has gone into driving the suppliers away. A number of
arrests have been made and lengthy prison sentences given. There are currently
no County Lines operating in the area, however there is a risk it may return.

6.8

Drinkaware’s reporting on Crew is dependent on the Crew Logs being completed
by venue teams. It is essential that these are completed in order to provide
accuracy of this activity. Activity logs will be addressed during the training so
Crew members can understand the importance of logging all cases of support.
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Drinkaware will monitor report logs on a monthly basis and will escalate to venue
managers if number of cases are low. As per the agreement, Drinkaware’s
reports will be provided to the PCC’s office sixth months after the training in April
2019.

7.

SUMMARY / ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

7.1

In Derby City there are around 1,900 heroin users, 3,222 dependent drinkers and
around 9,000 harmful drinkers who are generally part of an aging population.
Many people also drink more alcohol than the recommended 14 units per week
and whilst they don’t need treatment, awareness needs to be raised about the
harmful effects of drinking too much. Similarly not all illegal drug use requires
treatment, but everyone needs to be made aware of the potentially harmful
consequences. In 17/18 1,875 people accessed the City’s drug and alcohol
treatment services – either by referring themselves or being referred by their GP,
the Police, Probation or a Court. In the same period the rate of hospital
admissions for alcohol related illness was 780 for every 100,000 residents of
Derby – a situation that makes Derby one of the worst in the region. More needs
to be done to engage drug users and those who damage their health through
drinking alcohol excessively.

7.2

Individuals requiring support for drug and alcohol misuse often represent some of
the most deprived and many experience a range of social inequalities and poor
health when compared to the rest of the population. Derby has a population of
approximately 250,000 with a higher than average number who are between 15
and 24. There are pockets of deprivation in and around the City and Derby ranks
in the top 1/5th of England’s most deprived Cities. An absence of suitable or
stable housing - critical for successful substance misuse treatment – makes the
inequalities gap wider. In Derby there are approximately 1,000 homeless
applications each year and of these roughly 375 relate to those who have alcohol
or drug problems. More appropriate accommodation is needed to help the
vulnerable engage successfully with substance misuse treatment and access
other essential health services.

7.3

As with other urban authorities - Derby has seen a rise in visible, on-street drug
taking in the City centre – mainly caused by those who use ‘Synthetic
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Cannabinoid Receptor Agonists’ commonly referred to as ‘mamba’. Whilst these
drug users represent some of the City’s most vulnerable – often being homeless
or suffering from poor mental health - their behaviour impacts widely on
businesses, retailers and the public who wish to go about their lives without fear
of crime. Increased partnership working is the only way to tackle such a problem
and we need to continue the work of the City’s ‘Partnership Engagement and
Enforcement Programme’.
7.4

Considering the rest of England for 2017/18 (Q4 data):
- 7.9% of Derby’s heroin users left substance misuse treatment successfully compared to 7.7% nationally.
- 34% of those who used amphetamine and so called ‘mamba’ left treatment
successfully - compared to 46.6% of ‘non-opiate’ users nationally
- 39% of alcohol users left treatment successfully - compared to 40.12% of
alcohol users nationally.

7.5

On average 50 young people or children in Derby require treatment for drug and
alcohol use each year. Although small in number - considering the City’s
estimated 60,000 under 18s - there are a growing number who continue to
experiment with drugs, alcohol and risk-taking behaviour. Building on the inschool advice and support already available there needs to be more drug
education programmes and other activities that engage children and equip them
with the knowledge and skills required to change attitudes and build confidence.
Similarly risky behaviour linked to children’s vulnerability needs to be identified
earlier in order to safeguard them.

BACKGROUND PAPERS
A.
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Derbyshire County Council (Community Safety Unit) implemented Phase Two of the
Say Something If You See Something publicity campaign. Aimed at local businesses
including hotels, B&Bs, takeaways, taxi firms, GPs, Dentists, Pharmacies, Police,
District, Borough and Parish Councils, posters provide advice about CSE and how to
make a referral. The posters were also shared with Derby City for circulation
throughout the City. The campaign seeks to protect young people from becoming
victims of CSE by making agencies, businesses awareness of CSE, how to refer and
their responsibilities as licensees.
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1.

OVERVIEW

1.1

Recorded crime in Derbyshire increased by 10.6% in the 2018/19 year compared
to the previous year. The increase is driven by a significant increase in recorded
violence offences, with the majority of this increase in without injury offences
such as common assault and harassment.

1.2

The increase in violence against the person offences has been subject to further
analysis which has revealed that monthly volumes began increasing from April
2018, which increases noted across all offence types within this offence group,
and fairly consistent increases across the Derbyshire force area. The increase
is also in line with the national trend. A change in the Home Office counting rules
in relation to the way that harassment offences are recorded may have
contributed to this increase. In addition Derbyshire is focussing on its crime
recording processes in order to ensure compliance with the National Crime
Recording Standard, and it is likely that this proactive drive to ensure ethical
crime recording has also had an impact.

1.3

Increases in both firearms offences and knife crime are apparent and further
analysis is being carried out to better understand these trends.

1.4

The force is recording positive performance in respect of vehicle crime,
shoplifting and burglary, where a downward trend in recorded offences is noted.

1.5

Drug offences have increased in 2018/19. This offence group which can be used
as an indicator of positive police activity, particularly when an increase is seen in
offences of trafficking and supply of drugs. This allows confidence that the force
is seeing success in proactively targeting and bringing to justice those offenders
who attempt to buy and sell illegal drugs in the force area.

1.6

Increased recording of Child Sexual Exploitation offences is believed to reflect
the improved identification and recording of this emerging crime type.

1.7

Sexual offences are increasing in line with the national trend. Within the increase
is an increase in reports of historical sexual offences, which suggests improved
confidence in the public in coming forward to Derbyshire to seek support,
safeguarding and resolution.

1.8

Domestic Abuse continues to increase, with an increase in line with the overall
increase in violence offences (the majority of Domestic Abuse offences are
violence), therefore the changes in the way that harassment offences are
recorded (as discussed above) are likely to have had an impact on this trend. A
further contributory factor which is more challenging to evidence is public
awareness and confidence (as discussed above for Sexual Offences), and it may
be that national and local awareness raising campaigns have encouraged an
increased number of survivors to make contact with the police to report Domestic
Abuse. The force welcomes any such increase as it provides the opportunity for
the appropriate safeguarding and support to be put in place, and for appropriate
resolution, including bringing offenders to justice, to prevent future harm.

1.9

Recorded hate crime continues to increase, with 265 additional offences
compared to last year. The increase is believed to represent improved reporting
and recording of Hate Crime, following the set-up of the Hate Crime Steering
Group, which provides a multi-agency response to the national government
2
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strategy, ‘Challenge It, Report It, Stop It’. The county-wide Steering Group draws
together partners from City and County Council and the police, as well as third
sector organisations such as Victim Support, Derbyshire Friend and Citizens
Advice Bureau. As with Domestic Abuse, an increase in the reporting of Hate
Crime is viewed as a positive indicator of increased public awareness and
confidence in reporting offences.
1.10

The volume of missing persons reports recorded on the COMPACT system has
increased by more than 80% in 2018/19 compared to the previous year. All
missing persons are now managed on the COMPACT system, and as a result of
this change in process there is a significant increase apparent. In the short term
this means it is difficult to draw any conclusions about the genuine trend for
missing persons, however the long term benefit of this improved process is that
all of the risk associated with missing persons is being managed in one place,
allowing for the better identification and management of repeat missing persons
and those that are especially vulnerable.

1.11

While recorded crime has increased over the last year, the volume of positive
police outcomes recorded has reduced across all offence types. This reduction
in outcomes at the same time as increases in recorded crime serves to
effectively dilute the positive outcome rate. Some offence types show larger
changes in positive outcome rate, in particular violence without injury and public
order outcome rates are of note having seen a sizeable percentage point
reduction in rate this year compared to last year. The force has policies in place
to ensure appropriate decision making in relation to a proportionate investigation.
Where there are no investigative opportunities (such as a lack of CCTV
evidence, witnesses or an uncooperative victim), offences may be filed without a
full investigation, to allow resources to focus on those offences where
investigative opportunities do exist. The reduction in rate for violence without
injury and public order offences is likely due to an increase in offences where
these investigative opportunities are not present. It should also be noted that
historically Derbyshire has recorded the highest positive outcome rate for All
Crime in the region, and one of the highest of all England and Wales forces, and
current performance in this respect sees Derbyshire maintain an outcome rate
that is well above the national average.

1.12

Anti-Social Behaviour incidents have reduced in the last year, and it is noted that
this is in line with a national trend.

1.13

Repeat victims information for crime and Anti-Social Behaviour is currently under
development and will be included in the next SPAB report.

2.

HR SUMMARY

2.1

The Force Personnel figures are taken from the beginning of April each year,
which is in line with the monthly workforce data used in Force.

2.2

For Officers, the figures include Regional Derbyshire Officers who are in posts
outside of the budgeted establishment and excludes those on external
secondments and career breaks. The headcount of Police Officers in Derbyshire
has increased by 70 overall since 2016/17 – 4% in total – and of this 70, there
has been an increase of 46 Officers in the last year (2.6% increase).
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2.3

For Staff figures (excluding PCSOs), in 16/17 and 17/18, Apprentices and those
on fixed term contracts were not included in the figures. A decision was taken by
the Head of HR in November 2018 to start including these in the workforce data
and that accounts for the higher number of staff in 18/19.

2.4

Although not directly comparable, it is worth noting that the number of staff not
included in the figures in 2016/17 and 2017/18 was 36 and 31 respectively so
from this you can see that staff numbers have still increased over the past 3
years; this equates to 86 staff overall since 16/17 – an increase of 6.2%. The
difference in the number of staff from last year to this year is 60, which is an
increase of 4.2%.

2.5

For PCSOs, these have been counted consistently across the 3 year period and
compared to 16/17, there has been a headcount increase of 2 but there are 4
fewer PCSOs than 2017/18. However, the budgeted establishment has been
increased from the Uplift Programme and there is currently a PCSO recruitment
drive underway.

2.6

Specials have decreased by 30 over the last 3 years – a decrease of 12.9% - yet
duty hours have only reduced by 0.7%. Due to the number of Police Officer
intakes through the Pre-Join programme, future Specials intakes are to be
confirmed at a later date. Police Support Volunteers have also decreased over
the last 3 years – by 49 in total, which is 37.1% - but duty hours have increased
by 6.7%.

2.7

Derbyshire Constabulary has seen little change in BAME representation over the
past 3 years; overall, this has decreased by 0.27% to 4.15% overall – Derbyshire
as a whole has a BAME population of 6.7%. The gender split of the Force has
shown that female representation has increased by 2% to 49.38% and is closer
to the County representation of 50.73%. the number of LGBT+ employees has
increased by almost 1% from 1.77% in 2016/17 to 2.7% now.

2.8

Police Officer sickness has seen an overall decrease of 10.5% working days lost
over the past 3 years, despite Officer numbers increasing. However, staff
sickness has risen by 35.1% since 2016/17 and 9.1% since 2017/18.

3.

999 AND 101 CALL HANDLING SUMMARY

3.1

The force recorded an increase in both 999 and 101 calls from the public this
year. Despite this increase in requests for service, the average time to answer
999 calls remains stable at 7.6 seconds, which is below the nationally
recommended standard of 10 seconds.

3.2

The average time to answer 101 calls is greater, at 58.5 seconds; however this is
a significant improvement on the previous two years and is viewed as an
acceptable wait time for non-emergency calls to the police.

4.

CONFIDENCE SUMMARY

4.1

Data from the Crime Survey for England and Wales reveals that 70.6% of those
surveyed have confidence in the police in their area. While it is noted that this is
lower than the figure from the previous year, the difference is not deemed to be
significant.
4
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4.2

The force internal victims satisfaction surveys reveal that 83.9% of victims
surveyed were either completely, very or fairly satisfied with the overall service
provided by the force.

4.3

It should be noted that due to changes in the survey methodology, the questions
asked and the sample sizes, the percentage victim satisfaction figure is not
comparable across different years.

5.

ORGANISATIONAL LEARNING CULTURE AND ETHICS SUMMARY
The data within a complaint can be made of any number of allegations and it is
these allegations which are upheld, so a complaint may have one allegation out
of 5 which is upheld or all 5 may be upheld. In each of these situations the
complaint is classed as upheld for this score card data. All COMPLAINTS
received are recorded however the additional dissatisfaction data (Which
currently does not meet the threshold for recording as a complaint) have been
included in the total complaints received and all complaints recorded refers to
those which are deemed to be complaints under the regulations. Please also
note that as these dissatisfactions can be reported directly to individuals such as
enquiry office staff or directly to officers they may not all have been forwarded
onto the complaints department. As such there are likely to be higher numbers of
"complaints" received but this is impossible to quantify. Complaints under
investigation refers to the number which are investigated by either complaints
team or the counter corruption unit. Other are sent to local inspectors/supervisors
to deal with and they are not classed as being under investigation for this data.

6.

STOP AND SEARCH SUMMARY

6.1

The force carried out an additional 395 stop and searches in 2018/19 compared
to the previous year. The rate of arrest and positive outcomes has remained
stable compared to last year; however an increase in the proportion of BAME
(Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic) searches is apparent. Further analysis to
understand this trend is being carried out under the direction of the force Stop
and Search Scrutiny Group (SSSG).

7.

FIREARMS AND TASER SUMMARY

7.1

There has been an increase in the number of taser authorisations in the most
recent year.

7.2

This increase however should be viewed in the context of an increasing number
of taser officers. An additional 110 officers were trained in 2018 and there has
been further investment in to taser trained and enabled officers under reform and
engage.

7.3

RTCS SUMMARY

7.4

1.1
The 2018 (Jan to Dec) data has been DFT validated, data between Jan
2019 and March 2019 has been recorded from NICHE so the figures may
fluctuate with late reported collisions, or updates in casualty severity. The (Jan to
March 2019) data has been taken from the current status of reported collisions
and casualties as of 1st April 2019 and combined with the 2018 validated data to
5
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allow for comparisons to previous years.
1.2 2018 saw an increase in Fatal RTC’s to previous years. The annual total
(Jan-Dec) increased from 34 Fatal RTC’s in 2017, to 51 Fatal RTC’s in 2018.
8.

CRIMINAL JUSTICE PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

8.1

Guilty Plea at First Hearing – Magistrates’ Court

8.2

This shows the percentage of defendants who plead guilty (admit the offence) at
the very first hearing in the Magistrates’ Court. During 18/19 80.73% of
defendants in Derbyshire pleaded guilty at the first hearing in the Magistrates’
Court. This is a 10% improvement on the number of defendants who pleaded
guilty at the first hearing in Derbyshire in 2017/18 and is better than the national
figure of 76.93%. A guilty plea means that victims and witnesses will not have to
attend Court to give evidence in a trial and an early guilty plea saves resource for
all Criminal Justice agencies.

8.3

Guilty Plea at First Hearing – Crown Court

8.4

This shows the percentage of defendants who plead guilty (admit the offence) at
the very first hearing in the Crown Court. During 2018/19 41.60% of defendants
in Derbyshire pleaded guilty at the first hearing in the Crown Court. There has
been little change in the percentage of defendants pleading guilty at the first
hearing in the Crown Court over the last three years and the Derbyshire figure is
very similar to the national figure of 40.22% for 2018/19. A guilty plea means that
victims and witnesses will not have to attend Court to give evidence in a trial and
an early guilty plea saves resource for all Criminal Justice agencies.

8.5

Conviction rate – Magistrates’ Court

8.6

This shows the percentage of cases that are successful in Magistrates’ Court
either because the defendant has pleaded guilty to the offence or because the
defendant has been found guilty after a trial. During 2018/19 86.73% of
Magistrates’ Court cases in Derbyshire were successful. This is better than the
national figure of 84.38%.

8.7

Conviction rate – Crown Court

8.8

This shows the percentage of cases that are successful in the Crown Court either
because the defendant has pleaded guilty to the offence or because the
defendant has been found guilty after a trial. During 2018/19 82.09% of Crown
Court cases in Derbyshire were successful. This is better than the national figure
of 79.99%.
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RECORDED OFFENCES

1

Total Recorded Crime

2

Violence with Injury

3

Violence without Injury

4

Rape & Sexual Offences

5

Robbery

6

Burglary

7

Vehicle Crime

8

Shoplifting

9

Damage & Arson

10 Drug Possession
11 Drug Trafficking
12 Firearms Offences
13 Knife and Sharp Instrument Offences
14 Domestic Abuse offences
15 Child Sexual Exploitation
16 Hate Crime

VULNERABILITY

17 Repeat Crime Victims
18 Missing Persons incidents

CRIME INVESTIGATION

Unit

Time
period
covered

Volume/
% Change
Volume/
% Change
Volume/
% Change
Volume/
% Change
Volume/
% Change
Volume/
% Change
Volume/
% Change
Volume/
% Change
Volume/
% Change
Volume/
% Change
Volume/
% Change
Volume/
% Change
Volume/
% Change
Volume/
% Change
Volume/
% Change
Volume/
% Change

1st April31st March
1st April31st March
1st April31st March
1st April31st March
1st April31st March
1st April31st March
1st April31st March
1st April31st March
1st April31st March
1st April31st March
1st April31st March
1st April31st March
1st April31st March
1st April31st March
1st April31st March
1st April31st March

Unit

Time
period
covered

Volume/
1st April% Change 31st March
Volume/
1st April% Change 31st March

Unit

19 Violence with Injury

Rate

20 Violence without Injury

Rate

21 Rape & Sexual Offences

Rate

22 Robbery

Rate

23 Burglary

Rate

24 Vehicle Crime

Rate

25 Shoplifting

Rate

26 Damage & Arson

Rate

27 Drug Possession

Rate

28 Drug Trafficking

Rate

29 Hate Crime

Rate

30 Domestic Abuse Investigation

Rate

Time
period
covered
1st April31st March
1st April31st March
1st April31st March
1st April31st March
1st April31st March
1st April31st March
1st April31st March
1st April31st March
1st April31st March
1st April31st March
1st April31st March
1st April31st March

2018/19

2017/18

2016/17

61,719

+10.6%

55,790

+3.5%

53,908

9,830

+23.3%

7,974

+11.3%

7,167

8,401

+62.3%

5,177

+1.3%

5,109

2,283

+25.0%

1,827

+0.1%

1,826

649

+5.5%

615

+13.3%

543

6,056

-4.1%

6,317

-1.7%

6,427

5,444

-11.3%

6,141

+2.1%

6,013

5,786

-11.0%

6,503

+4.4%

6,229

8,002

-1.8%

8,150

+2.2%

7,977

1,690

+5.9%

1,596

+1.9%

1,567

645

+17.9%

547

+0.6%

544

241

+14.2%

211

+42.6%

148

607

+23.9%

490

+22.5%

400

8,479

+31.3%

6,460

+3.2%

6,259

236

+49.4%

158

-

992

+36.5%

727

+19.2%

2018/19

3,298

+81.8%

Rate

610

2017/18

1,814

2018/19
Vol

-

+5.6%

2016/17

1,718

2017/18
Vol

Rate

2016/17
Vol

Rate

2,877

29.3%

2,901

36.4%

2,592

36.2%

1,780

21.2%

1,889

36.5%

1,890

37.0%

263

11.5%

323

17.7%

320

17.5%

95

14.6%

136

22.1%

124

22.8%

335

5.5%

464

7.3%

382

5.9%

316

5.8%

334

5.4%

313

5.2%

2,282

39.4%

3,025

46.5%

2,830

45.4%

1,471

18.4%

1,596

19.6%

1,474

18.5%

1,388

82.1%

1,339

83.9%

1,337

85.3%

330

51.2%

344

62.9%

382

70.2%

286

28.8%

273

37.6%

194

31.8%

2,292

27.0%

2,400

37.2%

2,147

34.3%

ANTI-SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR
31 Anti-Social Behaviour Incidents: Total
32 Anti-Social Behaviour Incidents: Personal
33 Anti-Social Behaviour Incidents: Nuisance
34 Anti-Social Behaviour Incidents: Environmental
35 Anti-Social Behaviour Incidents: Repeat Victims

Unit
Volume/
% Change
Volume/
% Change
Volume/
% Change
Volume/
% Change
Volume/
% Change

Time
period
covered
1st April31st March
1st April31st March
1st April31st March
1st April31st March
1st April31st March

2018/19

2017/18

2016/17

44,498

-4.9%

46,779

5.1%

44,491

17,240

-12.4%

19,688

-13.8%

22,842

25,689

1.9%

25,220

24.5%

20,252

1,569

-16.1%

1,871

33.9%

1,397

SOURCE INFORMATION
Crime and outcomes data has been extracted from Niche which is a live crime recording system and is subject to change.
Date period for crime data is based on the date that the crime record was created on Niche.
Date period for outcomes data is based on the date that the outcome was applied to the crime.
The positive outcome rate is based on the percentage of crimes that were resolved by way of a police positive outcome, which includes charges, cautions,
fixed penalty notices and community resolution outcomes.
Anti-Social Behaviour incidents data has been extracted from the controlworks MIS system.
Percentage changes for crimes and incidents represent the change when compared to the previous year.

COMMENTS

PERFORMANCE SCORECARD - PERSONNEL
SPA Date: 20 May 2019

FORCE PERSONNEL

Unit

1 Total Number of Police Officers

Volume

2 Number of Police Staff excluding PCSOs

Volume

3 Number of PCSOs

Volume

FORCE VOLUNTEERS
4 Number of Specials
5

Number of Police Service Volunteers
(PSV)

Unit

Volume
Volume

6 Number of Specials Duty Hours

Hours

7 Number of PSV Duty Hours

Hours

FORCE DIVERSITY

Unit

8 Black, Asian & Minority Ethnic

Proportion

9 Female

Proportion

10 LGBT+

Proportion

11 Disabled

Proportion

SICKNESS
12 Police Officer Sickness
13 Police Staff Sickness

Time period
covered

At 31st
March
At 31st
March
At 31st
March

Time period
covered

At 31st
March
At 31st
March
1st April31st March
1st April31st March

Time period
covered

At 31st
March
At 31st
March
At 31st
March
At 31st
March

Unit

Time period
covered

Working
days lost
Working
days lost

1st April31st March
1st April31st March

Headcount
2018/19

FTE
2018/19

Headcount
2017/18

FTE
2017/18

Headcount
2016/17

FTE
2016/17

1817

1777

1771

1730.3

1747

1704.4

1475

1300

1384

1208.9

1353

1183.1

159

154

163

159.2

157

153.2

2018/19

2017/18

2016/17

202

226

232

83

127

132

49640:43

52470:39

49987:14

7220:58

6729:24

6769:38

2018/19

2017/18

2016/17

Derbyshire

4.15%

3.92%

4.42%

6.70%

49.38%

48.05%

47.39%

*Including Vol/Spec

2.70%

2.29%

1.77%

*Including Vol/Spec

3.99%

4.28%

4.50%

*Including Vol/Spec

2018/19

2017/18

2016/17

15046.83

15565.02

16810.47

14853.78

13610.26

10991.04

*Including Vol/Spec

SOURCE INFORMATION
Source of data
Gateway - Discoverer Reports: EMT001 Actual Employees, Equality - Disability recorded on Origin at parameter date (Employee's
At Date Stated) (*New Report*), Equality - Sexual Orientation recorded on Origin at parameter date (Employee's At Date Stated)
(*New Report*), WFP Sickness Report 12 Months
Duty Sheet

COMMENTS
Force Personnel: All figures are as of the beginning of April as the data is run on a monthly basis and therefore to be consistent with
monthly reports, we have used the same data. For Officers, the figures include Regional Derbyshire Officers who are in posts outside of the
establishment. All those on external secondments and career breaks are excluded. For Staff figures, in 16/17 and 17/18 apprentices, and
those on fixed term contracts were not counted in the figures. A decision was taken by the Head of HR in November 2018 to start including
these in the workforce data and that accounts for the higher number of staff in 18/19.

PERFORMANCE SCORECARD - OTHER FORCE INDICATORS
SPA Date: 20 May 2019

CONTACT MANAGEMENT

Unit

1 Number of 999 calls

Volume

2 Average call time to answer 999 calls

Seconds

Proportion of 999 calls answered
in 15 seconds

%

3

4 Proportion of 999 calls abandoned

%

5 Number of 101 calls

Volume

6 Average call time to answer 101 calls

Seconds

Proportion of 101 calls answered
in 60 seconds

%

7

Time period
covered

1st Apr31st Mar
1st Apr31st Mar
1st Apr31st Mar
1st Apr31st Mar
1st Apr31st Mar
1st Apr31st Mar
1st Apr31st Mar
1st Apr31st Mar

2018/19

2017/18

2016/17

138,406

129,705

138,423

7.62

8.07

8.19

89.5%

90.2%

90.3%

0.4%

1.6%

1.9%

320,335

295,244

*

58.5

72.7

149.5

78.2%

75.5%

50.9%

9.1%

9.4%

16.0%

8 Proportion of 101 calls abandoned

%

CONFIDENCE & SATISFACTION

Unit

Time period
covered

2018/19

2017/18

2016/17

9

Proportion of people who have confidence
in the police in their local area

%

1st Apr31st Mar

70.6*

75.0

73.4

10

Proportion of victims satisfied with the
overall service provided by the police

%

1st Apr31st Mar

83.9

75.5

79.7

Unit

Time period
covered

2018/19

2017/18

2016/17

557

513

512

515

385

382

21%

24%

21%

422

386

411

4%

4%

5%

COMPLAINTS
11 Total complaints received

Volume

12 Total complaints recorded

Volume

13

Proportion of recorded complaints under
investigation

%

14 Number of complaints finalised

Volume

15 Proportion of upheld complaints

%

1st Apr31st Mar
1st Apr31st Mar
1st Apr31st Mar
1st Apr31st Mar
1st Apr31st Mar

STOP SEARCH
16 Total Stop Searches conducted
17

Proportion of BAME Stop Searches
conducted

Unit

Volume
%

18 % Arrests

%

19 % Positive Outcomes

%

FIREARMS & TASER AUTHORISATIONS

Unit

20 Total Firearms Authorisations

Volume

21 Total Firearms Discharges

Volume

22 Total Taser Authorisations

Volume

23 Taser: Drawn

Volume

24 Taser: Red Dot

Volume

25 Taser: Discharges

Volume

ROAD TRAFFIC COLLISIONS

Unit

26 No of fatal/serious road traffic casualties

Volume

27 No of fatal road traffic collisions

Volume

CRIMINAL JUSTICE

28

Guilty Plea at First Hearing Magistrates
Court

Unit

%

29 Guilty Plea at First Hearing Crown Court

%

30 Conviction Rate for Magistrates Court

%

31 Conviction Rate for Crown Court

%

Time period
covered

1st Apr31st Mar
1st Apr31st Mar
1st Apr31st Mar
1st Apr31st Mar
Time period
covered

1st Apr31st Mar
1st Apr31st Mar
1st Apr31st Mar
1st Apr31st Mar
1st Apr31st Mar
1st Apr31st Mar

Time period
covered

1st Apr31st Mar
1st Apr31st Mar

Time period
covered

1st Apr31st Mar
1st Apr31st Mar
1st Apr31st Mar
1st Apr31st Mar

2018/19

2017/18

2016/17

1,669

1,274

22.4%

15.5%

18.6%

17.9%

9.9%

10.8%

2018/19

2017/18

2016/17

257

175

158

0

1

0

514

502

435

223

104

65

121

48

22

30

7

12

2018/19

2017/18

2016/17

384

337

405

50

36

29

2018/19

2017/18

2016/17

80.73

70.55

70.85

41.60

41.18

40.53

86.73

85.43

84.50

82.09

84.95

81.40

SOURCE INFORMATION
999 and 101 calls:
Data is taken from the force internal call handling system.
*101 call data for 2016/17 has been omitted due to system changes which resulted in a
significantly higher number which is not comparable to the current recording process
Confidence data:
Data is taken from the Crime Survey for England and Wales. *The 2018 data is from April 2018 December 2018 as this is the latest data available. Victim satisfaction data is from the force
victim satisfaction surveys. Due to changes in the survey methodology, the questions asked and
the sample sizes, the percentage victim satisfaction figure is not comparable across different
years.
Stop and search:
Data has been taken from Niche which is a live system and is subject to change.
Firearms and Taser data:
(*) – Authorisations are based on the figures collected by the Force Incident Managers (FIMs) in
the control room. For Taser they will also include those officers who have self-authorised.
(**) – based on Home Office Data Returns submitted – number of discharges where persons
involved.
(***) - 'Aimed', 'Arced', 'Drawn', 'Drive Stun', 'Fired', 'Red Dot' and 'UD' – Based on Taser
Authorisations Spreadsheet held in Operational Support.
Road Traffic Collisions:
*Fatal RTC is defined as a collision where 1 or more persons have received injuries as a result of
the RTC, and died as a result within 30 days of the collision occurring. This excludes casualties
who have died as a result of medical causes (natural or suicide, ruled by a coroner inquest), those
outside the 30 day period, those that have occurred on private roads/land, and those outside the
Derbyshire Force area.
Fatal/serious road traffic casualties – the combined number of casualties that have received fatal
or serious injuries as a result of a RTC occurring within Derbyshire, and that has been reported
within 30 days of the collision occurring.
Serious injuries include broken bones, fractures, concussion, hospital admission, internal
injuries, and include those injuries deemed life threatening or life changing.
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PURPOSE OF THE REPORT
To provide an update on the Public contact received over the last 12 months within the
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1. Appendix A– CASEWORK STATISTICS 2018-19.
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1.

OVERVIEW

1.1

As the elected representative for people in Derbyshire the Police and Crime
Commissioner receives many enquiries, queries and sometimes complaints from
members of the public regarding a wide variety of issues. Such matters are
handled within the office under the broad heading of Casework.

1.2

Contact may be received from individuals, organisations and sometimes from
Councillors or MPs on behalf of their Constituents. The Commissioner’s
Compliance Team deals with all enquiries on behalf of the Commissioner and the
Commissioner is regularly briefed and consulted.

1.3

The Commissioner is often contacted about matters which do not fall within his
legal remit, most commonly operational matters such as individual police
investigations or prosecutions. When contact is received an assessment is made
as to the most appropriate method of handling and matters which fall within the
remit of the Force or another organisation are referred onwards as necessary.

1.4

Where the query or complaint concerns an operational policing matter a referral
is made to the Force at Divisional Commander or Departmental Head level to be
looked into. The Commissioner is then updated or briefed as necessary.

1.5

The Commissioner’s office works closely with the Force to manage contact and
jointly help to ensure that members of the public receive timely responses to
queries and that any complaints and concerns are addressed

2.

CASEWORK STATISTICS AND THEMES – APRIL 2018 – MARCH 2019

2.1

The statistics referred to in this report are tabled in the attached Appendix XXX.

2.2

Over the 12 months from 1st April 2018 to 31st March 2019 (essentially the third
12 months of the Commissioner’s term) the Office has received contact from 416
people whose contact has been dealt with under the broad remit of Casework.
This includes contact made for a variety of reasons, whether this be positive,
negative or neither. This is a decrease of 0.95% on last year.

2.3

As the number of contacts received from last year to this are very similar it would
appear to indicate that there is a strong awareness of the Police and Crime
Commissioner and his role within Derbyshire.
2
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2.4

The greatest proportion of contact received actually relates to Police or
operational matters. Sometimes this is because people are unaware of the
respective remits of the Commissioner and the Chief Constable respectively and
sometimes this is because the public want to raise concerns with the
Commissioner about service they have received from the Police or they
specifically want the Commissioner to become involved or act as their voice. 247
of the 416 contacts (59%) received related to Police matters and 169 were
answered directly by the Commissioner (although all those contacting the Office
receive some kind of response from the Commissioner).

2.5

The first table contains information on the nature of contact made. 180 (43%)
were general enquiries. 123 contacts (29%) were for reasons of dissatisfaction or
to make a complaint. There has been a 23% decline in the number of
dissatisfaction/complaint casework from 160 in 2017 to 123 in 2018.

2.6

The table headed “reason for contact” shows the reasons by subject matter.
Sometimes people will have more than one reason for contacting the PCC or the
reason cannot easily be categorised in which case the main reason or the
nearest reason will be selected from the list for statistical purposes. Therefore
this information may not be 100 percent accurate and should be regarded as an
indication.

2.7

Year on year the greatest number of contacts 121 (29%) received were in
connection with service and police performance related issues which are broken
down into subcategories in the final table. Out of these 33% related to quality of
service issues, 18% were about contact and response times and 17% about
police complaints.

2.8

The second most popular subject matter was roads policing matters with 58
contacts received predominantly about general/other roads policing matters,
parking and speeding.

2.9

A notable rise in contact has occurred in relation to budget and resources (22%
rise) however, the numbers are still small – a rise from 37 in 2017 to 45 in 2018.
This is mainly down to the Precept being announced and queries around the rise
in the amounts being charged. Out of the contacts received about budget and
resources 38% of these related to the allocation or reduction of resources and
3
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22% related to estate/police buildings particularly in the north of the county. We
have had an increase of casework in both these areas mainly down to the
announcement of the closure of Buxton custody suite and the public interest
surrounding this development.
2.10

The Commissioner tries to accommodate timely visits to communities where
concerns are heightened as part of his #D383 tour of Derbyshire to deliver
reassurance and listen to local concerns. When substantial changes are made to
Policing within the community (like the closure of the Buxton custody suite) the
Commissioner’s office works with the Force to ensure that information relayed to
the public is accurate, consistent and that we work together to manage
expectations and communications to the public as a whole. This can include
information placed on the Commissioner’s website or holding a public meeting to
discuss areas of concern. The Commissioner, alongside the deputy Chief
Constable held a meeting in Buxton to listen to the public concerns over the
closure of the custody suite and to offer reassurance that alternative methods of
policing had been put in place to ensure minimum disruption to the community in
that area.

2.11

There has been a drop in concerns over acquisitive crime, anti-social behaviour
and drug and alcohol related matters, from 2017 to 2018. Although, the figures
year on year remain similar it would indicate that the ongoing partnership working
that is happening to improve these areas is having a positive effect.

3.

SUMMARY

3.1

The overall fall in contact is minimal which shows a consistent number of
casework from 2017 to 2018. It would indicate that there is a solid awareness
amongst the community of the Commissioner and his role.

3.2

Most matters about which contact is made can be answered reasonably quickly
by the Commissioner’s office and/or the Force resulting in people’s concerns
being addressed and both organisations having the opportunity to better inform
the public about some of the positive work being undertaken across the county.
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OPCC CASEWORK STATISTICS – 1 APRIL 2018 – 31 MARCH 2019
Nature of Contact
Reason

Complaint or
Dissatisfaction
Crime Report
General Enquiry
Feedback
Intelligence
Not for Derbyshire
PCC/Force
Appreciation
Indecipherable

Number
2018-19

Number
2017-18

Number
2016-17

123

Direction of
travel from
2017-18
↓

160

147

13
180
43
38
5

↓
↑
↑
↓
↓

22
147
32
40
6

19
140
26
36
7

9
5

↑
↓

7
6

8
4

416

↓

420

387

Number
2018-19

Direction of
travel from
2017-18
↑
↓
↓

Number
2017-18

Number
2016-17

106
314
420

87
300
387

(such that unable to categorise)

Total
Method of Response
Method

OPCC
Constabulary
Total

169
247
416

Reason for Contact
Reason

Number
2018-19

Direction of
travel from
2017-18

Number
2017-18

Number
2016-17

Abuse Suffered
Acquisitive Crime
Anti-Social Behaviour
Budget & Resources
Issues
Drugs & Alcohol
Equality & Diversity
Indecipherable/Unclear
Not relevant/Not for PCC
PCC Matters
Personnel Issues
Serious & Organised
Crime
Service & Police
Performance
Traffic/Roads Policing
Wildlife Crime
Total

29
21
40
45

↓
↓
↓
↑

31
34
52
37

33
31
47
18

16
11
2
5
26
4
0

↓
↑
↓
↑
↑
↓
↓

18
4
11
4
11
11
2

3
1
8
5
18
8
0

121

↓

127

145

58
38
416

↓
↑
↓

72
6
420

61
9
387

Note – categorisation of contact may not always be exact due to contact received often concerning more than one issue.
Where this happens the issue which appears the most predominant concern is used for logging purposes.
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Contact Categories

2018-19
Abuse (29)
* Child Sexual Exploitation
* Domestic Violence
* Hate Crime
* Human Trafficking/Slavery
* Safeguarding Concerns
* Sexual Violence
* Violence – other

2017-18

2016-17

0
1
9
5
6
8
0

5
2
10
2
8
0
4

3
2
14
0
3
2
9

9
2
9
1

23
1
9
1

9
5
17
0

21
2
4
7
1
5

27
4
3
7
3
8

18
3
3
10
4
9

18
10
17

8
8
21

4
5
9

0
9
6
1
0

0
11
4
1
2

0
1
1
0
1

Equality & Diversity Issues

11

4

1

Indecipherable/Unclear

2

11

8

Acquisitive Crime (21)
*
*
*
*

Burglary, Robbery, Theft
Cyber Fraud
Fraud
POCA

Anti-Social Behaviour (40)
*
*
*
*
*
*

ASB general
Criminal Damage
Harassment & Bullying
Neighbour Disputes
Noise & Nuisance
Trespass/unlawful gatherings

Budget & Resources Issues (45)
*
*
*

Budget/Precept
Estate – police buildings
Resources – allocation/reduction

Drugs & Alcohol (16)
*
*
*
*
*
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Alcohol Related Harm
Drug Supply/Dealing
Drug Taking
Licensing
Street Drinking
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2018-19

Not Relevant/Not for PCC

2017-18

5

2016-17

4

5

2
0
0
5
0
1
3

1
0
0
12
0
0
4

PCC Matters (26)
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Community Engagement
7
Complaints against PCC
1
Complaints against PCC Staff
0
PCC role, costs and accountability
2
Policy and Performance
1
Political Comments & Opinions
11
Victim Services, Commissioning & Grants 4

Personnel Matters (4)
*
*

Employment issues inc. pensions
Work/work experience, student projects

Serious & Organised Crime

2
2

4
7

5
3

0

2

0

Service & Police Performance (121)
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Contact & response times
Data issues inc. DBS applications
General policy & procedure
General quality of service
Performance & Crime Stats
Police Complaint
Police Powers

22
4
12
40
16
21
6

14
5
23
44
6
15
20

32
5
28
41
4
21
14

2
2
2
23
12
17

3
2
1
30
20
16

2
1
2
29
17
10

38

6

9

Traffic/Roads Policing (58)
*
*
*
*
*
*

Cyclists
Drink/Drug Driving
Off-roading/green lanes
Other roads policing
Parking
Speed

Wildlife Crime
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PURPOSE OF THE REPORT
To demonstrate compliance with the Police and Crime Commissioner’s duty to keep the
Police and Crime Plan under review.
ATTACHMENTS
None

RECOMMENDATIONS
1. To agree to retain the existing strategic priorities as set out in the Police and
Crime Plan 2016-21
2. To update the Finance & Resources with 2019/20
CONTACT FOR ENQUIRIES
Name:

David Peet

Tel:

0300 122 6000

Email

pccoffice@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk
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1.

LEGISLATIVE CONTEXT

1.1

Section 5 of the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 (PRSRA)
places a duty on the Police and Crime Commissioner (PCC) to issue a Police
and Crime Plan.

1.2

Additionally s.5(9)(a) requires the PCC to keep the Plan under review.

1.3

A review may be required in light of recommendations made by the Police and
Crime Panel, or due to change in the Strategic Policing Requirement, as set by
the Secretary of State under s37A of the Police Act 1996.

1.4

The PCC may also seek to vary the plan in light of feedback from the public as
part of the PCC’s duty to obtain views of the community, and victims, on policing.

1.5

Any potential variation must then be consulted with both the Chief Constable and
the local Police and Crime Panel before it can come into effect.

2.

CONTEXT

2.1

In order to comply with the duties outline in paragraph 1.4 of this report, the PCC
undertakes ongoing, annual consultation with the Public to understand what
issues and/or concerns they may have.

2.2

The PCC also works with the police and other stakeholders to understand the
changing threats and risks facing the communities of Derbyshire.

2.3

As a result of these discussions the PCC varied the Police and Crime Plan in
2018 to include a specific priority on Cyber and Cyber-enabled Crime, replacing
a priority around partnership working that was also a foundation of the approach
of the Plan as a whole.

2.4

The PCC has undertaken further work to understand the public’s views as well
as understanding the threat and risk landscape.

3.

VARIATION TO THE POLICE AND CRIME PLAN

3.1

Having looked at public feedback, along with information from the Force and
other stakeholders on current threats and risks the PCC believes that the current
seven strategic priorities remain appropriate and fit of purpose.
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3.2

For this reason the PCC is proposing not to vary the priorities within the Police
and Crime Plan this year.

3.3

The Secretary of State has not updated the Strategic Policing Requirement, and
it is therefore proposed that this section of the plan remains the same.

3.4

The only change to the Plan that is being proposed is to update the ‘Finance &
Resources’ section to provide the budget figures for 2019/20.
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PURPOSE OF THE REPORT
1. To update the Strategic Priorities Assurance Board on the Commissioner’s plans
for public consultation and engagement over the next six months.

ATTACHMENTS
1. Annex A

RECOMMENDATIONS
1. To note the Commissioner’s plans for, and progress on, public engagement and
consultation.

CONTACT FOR ENQUIRIES
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Tel:

0300 122 6000
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pccoffice@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk
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1.

BACKGROUND

1.1

Police and Crime Commissioners have a responsibility to engage and consult
with members of the local community to understand and seek their views on
local policing matters.

1.2

Section 96 of the Police Act 1996 as amended by section 14 of the Police
Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011, contains a statutory duty to engage
and consult.

1.3

In addition to this, the Commissioner, as an elected representative of the public,
needs to understand public concerns in order to ensure that Police and
community safety services, including victims’ services meet the needs of the
public of Derbyshire.

1.4

Commissioner Dhindsa was elected as PCC for Derbyshire in May 2016.
Following a public consultation, he launched his Police and Crime Plan in
September 2016. The plan includes a number of manifesto promises and
outlines seven strategic priorities focused around vulnerable people and victims,
the impact of drugs and alcohol, mental health and young people. In addition to
these, there is a commitment to diversity and technology. Community
engagement should aim to contribute to the delivery of these police and crime
plan priorities over the duration of the lifecycle of the plan which is five years.

1.5

Following publication of the Police and Crime Plan, a Community Engagement
Strategy has been developed and this is attached at Appendix A to this report.
The strategy outlines the ways in which the Commissioner intends to carry out
community engagement over his term in office.

1.6

A rolling programme of visits and events, in line with the methods set out in the
strategy, is ongoing to ensure continuous year round engagement. All public
focused visits and events are published on the Commissioner’s website,
advertised locally and on social media which includes Derbyshire Alert.

1.7

Additional activities or events are publicised in both press and social media
releases on a regular basis to raise awareness of the positive work being
undertaken by the PCC and his office.
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2

CURRENT ACTIVITY

Listening to you
2.1

“Listening to you” - This consultation is the general public community safety
survey which runs on an annual basis. The current iteration of this survey is the
Listening to you 2019-2020 which opened during April 2019. This survey enables
the PCC to better understand the views and priorities from the public on policing
and the broader crime agenda. In addition, there is also a question to gather
some feedback from the public about the CORE victim services which have been
commissioned by the PCC.

2.2

The survey is available to complete online and will be promoted extensively
through social media over the course of the year. This will be supported by a
range of traditional engagement events which will be setup across the county in
different venues to gather the views from different cross-sections of the wider
community. Further details about these events will be published on the PCC’s
website in due course.

#D383
2.3

The Commissioner made a pledge when elected to visit all urban, suburban and
rural areas (including towns and villages) across Derbyshire during his four year
term in office. A total of 383 locations were identified and now form part of the
#D383 campaign which can be tracked on social media.

2.4

The purpose of the #D383 campaign is to meet with local representatives from
the community and give people the opportunity to engage with the
Commissioner and raise their concerns and views on policing and community
safety related issues.

2.5

Tracking the progress of the tour, the Commissioner by the end of April 2019 has
visited 325 of the 383 locations identified. This represents 92% of the total
completed. The final visit is due to take place in Matlock and will be in October
2019.

2.6

The Commissioners Engagement Team are looking at holding a series of events
in the lead up to this where the Commissioner revisits areas or links in with
projects funded during his term of office.
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Victim Roadshows
2.7

The PCCs Engagement Team along with representatives from all the
commissioned victim support services will be holding public engagement events
in each of the nine local authority areas across Derbyshire up until the end of
2019.

2.8

Three distinct roadshow aims have been identified which are listed below:
•

To raise awareness of the commissioned victim support services available to the
public.

•

Increase the number of self-referrals to victim support services.

•

To raise awareness of the CORE website as a place victims’ can go to access
advice about support services available in Derbyshire.

2.9

As at the end of April, three roadshows have been held in Derby, Bolsover and
Amber Valley.

2.10

Further roadshows will be advertised on the PCCs website and extensively on
social media in due course.

Young People
2.11

The PCCs Engagement Team are intending to work with young people over the
course of the next six months with the strategic priority focused on young people.

2.12

Although details haven’t yet been finalised, a connection has been made with a
local scout group which will see work take place later this year.

3.

SUMMARY

3.1

The OPCC continues to work in collaboration with partners including Derbyshire
Constabulary to meet the PCCs statutory requirements.

3.2

This paper provides an overview of current and planned activity over the course
of the next coming year.

3.3

All public engagements along with details of the PCCs progress on his #D383
tour will be advertised through a combination of press releases, social media
releases and through the PCC website: https://www.derbyshire-pcc.gov.uk.
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Police & Crime Commissioner
for Derbyshire

Community Engagement Plan – 2016-2020
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Introduction
This plan aims to set out the Commissioner’s duties to engage and consult with the public,
explain the aims and objectives of that engagement and to outline how the Commissioner
intends to satisfy those objectives over the duration of his term in office.
This plan will be subject to review approximately every 12 months and will be refreshed as
necessary to ensure its relevance, continued improvement and to take account of public
views and the current political environment.
The overall intention is to devise and deliver a programme of community engagement which
enables the Commissioner to satisfy his legal responsibilities and to aid and contribute to the
delivery of his Police and Crime Plan objectives. The planned activities should collectively
facilitate engagement across the whole of Derbyshire, promoting inclusiveness and building
positive relationships between the public, Police and Commissioner.

1.

Statutory Duties

Police and Crime Commissioners have a legal duty to:
-

engage with communities and seek to understand their concerns and priorities in
relation to crime, policing and community safety, and
engage with victims of crime to understand their priorities and concerns.

The legal duty to engage and consult stems from section 96 of the Police Act 1996 as
amended by section 14 of the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011.
Police and Crime Commissioners are also subject to the general public sector equality duty
which requires public authorities to have due regard to the need to:
-

eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other conduct
prohibited by the Act,
advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected characteristic
and those who do not, and
foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and those
who do not.

Those protected characteristics are age, disability, gender, gender reassignment, marriage
and civil partnership status, pregnancy and maternity, race, religion or belief and sexual
orientation.
3. Police and Crime Plan
Aside from his statutory duties to engage and consult, the Commissioner, as the elected
representative for crime and policing needs to understand the views and concerns of the
public. He needs to ensure that the police service meets the needs of the public.
Understanding public needs is essential to inform the commissioning of services which
address those needs.
The Commissioner’s Police and Crime Plan includes 7 strategic priorities under which he
has made various pledges. The priorities are:
1. Working to keep the most vulnerable in our communities safe from crime and harm
and supporting those who unfortunately find themselves a victim of crime
3
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2. Working to tackle the emerging threats of cyber and cyber-enabled crime on
individuals, businesses and communities
3. Working to tackle the impact of drugs and alcohol on communities
4. Supporting those with mental health issues who come into contact with the Criminal
Justice System, as victim or offender, to get the right support from the right agencies
at the right time
5. Working with young people, as victims or offenders, to understand their needs and
prevent them becoming involved in criminal activities
6. Working with the Constabulary to develop the policing family to be more
representative of the diverse communities it serves
7. Working with the Constabulary and partners to maximise on the opportunities from
developments in technology
Elements of the engagement and consultation activity will be targeted to these areas to
contribute to the delivery of these priorities.

4. Aims and Objectives of Engagement Activity
The Commissioner aims through engagement and consultation:
-

-

-

-

to seek the views and priorities of the public in relation to policing, crime and
community safety matters, so that these can be taken into account by police and
partners when setting their community safety objectives
to understand people's perceptions of crime and the police to enable the
Commissioner, together with police and partners, to carry out further targeted
engagement, deliver messages to inform, educate and reassure and to work towards
alleviating communities' concerns
to increase public confidence in the police and improve relationships between the
public and the police
to help people feel safer in their communities and provide advice on how they can
protect themselves and others
to encourage people to take personal responsibility for improving the quality of life
within their communities, by working together, looking out for the vulnerable and
improving community cohesion
to promote awareness of the Police and Crime Commissioner and his role

Engagement v Consultation
Both engagement and consultation can be used to contribute to these objectives.
Consultation involves obtaining views and opinions; this needs to be meaningful to be
effective. There is little to be gained by obtaining views and then failing to act upon them.
As budgets remain constrained and police and community safety resources have to be
directed to target risk and threat areas, we need to be mindful not to raise peoples'
expectations on the extent to which their views will influence this. However consultation, if
used in the right way, can be an effective tool to enable us to inform, educate and reassure
communities. Surveying can provide a useful measure of public confidence and, by
monitoring trends in opinion over time we can gain an insight into the factors which influence
this.
Public opinion can be utilised to effect changes to services, inform communication strategies
and to build more positive relationships. The very act of making their views known can, for
some people, instil reassurance and thus build confidence.
Consultation, when combined with engagement to form a two way dialogue, can provide
4
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valuable opportunities for the exchange of information, provide the public with the chance to
talk to a local police officer or service provider and strengthen links between the public and
police and partners.
Engagement can take a variety of forms, as will be detailed later in this plan. Regular
dialogue between the Commissioner, public, police, partners and other groups can provide
opportunities for community relationships to be formed and improved and can lead to greater
public interest, understanding, and involvement in policing and community safety matters.

5. Audience – with whom will we engage and consult?
In short, as many people as possible!
Commissioner Dhindsa has pledged to talk to and listen to as many people as possible
within Derbyshire and has made a point of emphasising his role as Commissioner for ALL
the people of Derbyshire – urban, suburban and rural. The diversity of the people who make
up the communities of Derbyshire is as rich as the diversity of the geography of the county. It
is acknowledged that different communities have varying needs and concerns which may
change over time but they all require access to services which meet their needs. They all
deserve to have their views heard and may have differing opinions on how they are able to,
or prefer to, do this. We need a flexible approach to engagement to provide accessibility to
all.
General engagement with the public at large - #D383
Commissioner Dhindsa has pledged to try and visit every town and village in Derbyshire at
least once during his term in office to provide an opportunity for members of the public in all
areas to meet him and to express their views and concerns.
The hashtag, #D383 (to represent the 383 towns and villages in Derbyshire) has been
developed for use on social media to promote and track his progress on this county tour.
Updates on his progress will be posted on the Commissioner’s website together with a
photograph from each visit on our Facebook, Twitter and Instagram account.
A separate project plan is in place to deal with the logistical planning of the #D383 tour, the
key criteria for visits being that they are to be public focussed and provide the public, or
sector thereof, with the opportunity to engage and share their views and concerns.
Efforts will be made to follow up concerns and issues raised by members of the public as
part of the tour in order to ensure that the engagement is meaningful and that concerns are
acted upon. A record will be kept of matters raised and addressed.
Victims of Crime
Commissioners have a specific duty to engage with victims of crime.
The Commissioner will continue the use of CORE, an initiative and umbrella branding for
victims services which was developed by the previous Commissioner and his Deputy (now
the current Commissioner). A suite of services for victims have been, and continue to be,
commissioned and the delivery of these services is monitored under the CORE initiative.
Engagement and consultation has been conducted to inform a needs analysis to enable the
initial commissioning of those services. Ongoing engagement and consultation is required to
gauge the views of victims about services required, services provided and the quality and
accessibility of those.
5
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Specific Groups and Communities
Different groups of people experience different concerns and have differing needs. They may
also differ in their preference as to how they wish to be engaged with and consulted.
Therefore the method of engagement may need to be tailored according to need, as will the
subject matter depending on the issues which may affect and concern those communities
and individuals at any given time.
For example, people who share a particular protected characteristic (as detailed in the
Equality Act) may be more likely to be vulnerable to certain types of crime or harassment
and may have different needs and preferences when it comes to community engagement.
People with different backgrounds or lifestyles may have different perceptions and concerns
about crime.
Those who live in certain geographical areas of the county may share particular concerns,
which could, for example, be due to crime trends in those areas or community tensions.
Efforts will be made to engage with individuals, groups and communities about the issues
which affect them.
The Commissioner's challenge to the Public
The Commissioner and his team will utilise as many opportunities as resources allow in
order to carry out public engagement and promote the work of the Commissioner and the
ways in which he can help. They will also collaborate with Police, service providers and other
community engagement partners to do this and to involve those agencies which may be able
to provide a useful link or benefit to the public.
The Commissioner has extended, and continues to extend, an invitation to communities and
groups to contact him with suggestions for further engagement opportunities. The
Commissioner views the public as key partners in the fight against crime and the quest to
improve quality of life for communities. His message of “Help me to help you” encourages
people to air their concerns and to take a proactive role, contributing to joint working to find
solutions to improve lives and make communities safer.

6. Content – About what will we engage and consult?
Community engagement and consultation will encompass general views on policing and
community safety concerns as well as specific more focussed subject matters, ensuring that
engagement is relevant to current issues and concerns and that it contributes to the delivery
of police and crime plan objectives.
Possible themes will include or be drawn from:
-

Victims’ services – gauging requirements, seeking feedback and promoting services
Police and Crime Plan priorities
Local issues identified from concerns raised with the commissioner or from local crime
trends

6
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-

-

Topical national issues derived from national incidents, issues which are in the public
domain for any reason (e.g. through news items, national themed awareness dates or
events, popular TV story lines)
Local initiatives and campaigns being run by police or other partners or regionally

General public consultation survey – “Listening to You”
A survey has been developed under the “Listening to You” branding to gauge people’s
views on crime, policing and community safety and awareness of the Commissioner. The
survey is purposefully general in nature making it suitable for long-term use thus
enabling trends and changing perceptions to be tracked over the Commissioner’s term.
The survey is designed to be targeted at a wide audience and will be carried out at
events and during visits. It will be available online and will be promoted as widely as
possible.

Victim’s Consultation
A victims survey has also been developed to ensure ongoing consultation with victims, a
survey has been developed under the Core victims services branding. It is aimed
specifically at those who have been victims of crime during the last 12 months to seek
views on services victims feel they need, feedback on services they have used and to
identify and understand any barriers to accessibility. The survey will be promoted as
widely as possible including via local victims’ service providers. Ongoing analysis of
feedback received will be used to inform ongoing commissioning and contract
monitoring.
Preliminary results gained from the Core survey will be used in considering additional
and more targeted consultation via focus groups and through digital means in an attempt
to improve engagement and remove any barriers to service accessibility. One possibility
is the publication on the Core website of personal experience of service users.

7. Method – Activities – How will we carry out engagement and consultation?
Reaching the audience
In order to reach as wide a cross section of Derbyshire people as possible different methods
of communication and engagement need to be adopted. People prefer to be contacted and
engaged with in different ways depending on a wide range of factors such as lifestyle,
location, culture, age and disability. Traditional and digital means need to be employed to
engage with the widest and most varied cross-section of society.
In order to reach larger numbers of people we need to consider where the footfall is highest,
whether that be face to face or online digitally.
7
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Achieving engagement with particular groups or communities may mean directing
communication through avenues appropriate to the group or making contact via third parties
such as community group or religious leaders, partner organisations or services utilised by
those groups.
Targeted methods for communication
Appropriate methods of engagement may also depend on the subject matter of the
engagement or consultation, for example someone who is vulnerable to a sensitive issue
such as domestic violence is unlikely to be comfortable discussing that issue in a public
environment. Assistance from partners such as victim service providers may be appropriate
in such a scenario.
Making information available as widely as possible is also important. Some people may wish
to engage directly in conversation, others may prefer to receive information discreetly via
information leaflets or via digital means.

Planned engagement and consultation activity will include:
Method

Audience to be reached

Aims

Face to face engagement and
consultation at public venues –
to include “Listening to You”
general community safety
survey and other surveys

General public

reaching high volumes of
people in areas of high footfall –
dissemination of information
verbally and via PCC and
community safety focussed
literature, awareness raising
and general consultation in
informal setting

Attendance at public meetings

General pubIic and residents of
the relevant area

Visits to community groups,
forums, charitable
organisations, businesses,
workplaces and educational
establishments
Walkabouts and community
visits

Groups and individuals with
shared interests or concerns of
a particular demographic

reaching people with common
interests/concerns, in local
neighbourhoods disseminating
key messages and raising
awareness of the PCC
subject specific targeted
engagement and consultation,
building relationships amongst
PCC, partners and public

Focus groups

Individuals with experiences
related to subject of
consultation

(sometimes via partners and
other third party organisations)

Communities and individuals in
localised areas

Engagement relating to
localised community safety
concerns, useful for delivering
reassurance and understanding
community concerns, and
raising the profile of the PCC
Targeted consultation on
specific subjects, useful for
informing service delivery

Digital Engagement methods

8
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One of the Commissioner’s Strategic priorities involves furthering the use of technology to
improve service delivery. Consistent with this is the Commissioner’s aim to make wider use
of digital methods to engage more people across the county.
Some demographics are more easily contacted by digital methods and the majority of people
(although admittedly not all) regularly use the internet. The use of direct messaging, email
and social media enables many people to receive information quickly and conveniently, and
information can be distributed to mass audiences in a variety of formats that suits their
lifestyle.
A Digital Engagement officer is in post in the Commissioner’s Office having been recruited
by the Commissioner in the first year of his term to further this method of engagement.

Opportunities for digital engagement are being developed continuously but will include the
following:
-

-

-

PCC website - for publication of up to date information as well as a central point of
access to reports, news and compliance documentation
CORE website – the Commissioner’s victim focussed website hosting information
about victims services in Derbyshire and where support is available
Online Consultation - surveys to be available through the PCC website, the CORE
website for victims, Derbyshire Alert and social media channels
Along with the publicised office phone and email details, the PCC website provides a
feedback facility for people to raise concerns and queries to the Commissioner’s
office
Use of the Derbyshire Alert messaging system (see following section)
Social media – messages and up-to-date information to be distributed via Facebook,
Instagram and Twitter including the use of hashtags for topical campaigns and
projects
PCC TV – short videos clips providing information and raising awareness on current
issues and projects posted on the Commissioner’s YouTube channel and distributed
through social media and Derbyshire Alert. Relevant clips are also available on
information pages on the PCC website.

Derbyshire Alert
Derbyshire Alert messaging system was previously used by Derbyshire Constabulary to
disseminate crime and community safety information to local and general communities.
Following its decommission in 2015, the Commissioner has reintroduced the system to
continue to provide community information and open access crime appeals across
Derbyshire Force area and also raise awareness of the work of the Commissioner.
During 2018, Derbyshire Constabulary officially re-launched Derbyshire Alert across all
policing areas within the county. The Constabulary have trained a substantial number of
officers and staff how to send out local crime related and community safety messages to
members of the public. In addition, the police Rural Crime Team are also sending out alerts
9
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to the public who wish to be informed of developments in relation to this particular crime
type.
8. Timescales for Delivery
Engagement should generally be carried out on an ongoing basis to provide continuity and
increase public confidence. This will help to build and maintain relationships with the public
and foster a spirit on continuing open communication and trust.
-

-

The general community safety “Listening to You consultation” will be carried out over
a period of several months, possibly over the duration of the Commissioner’s term to
enable tracking of any trends of themes, however questions will be reviewed
periodically to ensure they remain relevant and fit for purpose. It will also enable an
assessment of the effect on public confidence of work carried out locally by police
and partners.
Thematic and issue specific consultation and engagement will be carried out
periodically, timing to be based around;
- when public concerns come to light or trends are identified – striking while the
iron is hot
- the timing of national issues coming into the public domain – for relevance
and impact
- the timing of initiatives by police and partners – to enable maximum impact
and collaboration of resources
- practical considerations such as weather(for outside based events) and
availability of resources
- for timeliness of results being fed back to inform PCC or partner planning e.g.
risk and threat analysis and strategic planning
Public engagement generally, whether this is with the public at large or with specific
communities and groups, should be carried out regularly to retain some consistency
and continuity, keeping the Commissioner and his work in the public eye.
Perceptions can change over time and can be affected by external factors such as
the political and economic climate, national and local media whether this relates to
emerging crime, community tensions, national media about the police and major
criminal incidents. The methods and speed of modern communications, especially
social media, mean that people can be bombarded with conflicting messages,
propaganda and the opinions of others, all of which can affect perceptions and
impact on confidence in the police. This can be unsettling and so we need to engage
regularly through a variety of methods and keep the lines of communication open.

9.

Branding
The development and use of a consistent theme or branding can aid continuity and
generate some familiarity among the public as people begin to associate the brand
with the Commissioner’s office and the work being carried out.
The branding “Listening to You” together with the Police and Crime Commissioner
logo will be utilised for public engagement and consultation activities specifically
associated with the victims work which already bears the “Core” branding.
10
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The Commissioner’s logo, and where appropriate the “Listening to You” wording will be
applied to promotional literature and displays where the cost of doing so is reasonably
proportionate to and commensurate with the activity being carried out, in order to promote
and develop awareness of the Commissioner and his office.
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1.

2018 WORKSTREAM REVIEW

1.1

In February 2018, the injury on duty system was subject to a significant upgrade
as part of an overall upgrade to the Gateway HR System.
In preparation for this, the Health and Safety Department undertook a significant
amount of configuration to improve the user experience for the process of injury
on duty reporting. The aim of this was to make the process as simple and
straightforward as possible whilst still ensuring that meaningful data and reports
could be extracted and compiled in relation to injuries on duty.
Following extensive user acceptance testing by both Health and Safety Advisors
and operational officers, the system went live on 1st February 2018.

1.2

In the period January – December 2018 there were a total of 385 injuries on duty
reports made. This was an increase of 52 incidents from 2017 figures.
Of the 385 reports, 12 were required to be reported to the Enforcing Authority –
the Health and Safety Executive. This is a decrease of 1 from the previous year.
The overall number of reports made in 2018 equates to an incident rate of 10.4
injury on duty reports per 100 employees which is a slight increase from 2017
which had a rate of 9 per 100. The full annual report can be found at Appendix
A.

1.3

In May, the unit were subject to their first external audit carried out by MAZARS.
Following a three day on-site inspection, the department achieved ‘Satisfactory
Assurance’ with a number of minor recommendations. These recommendations
and actions taken to address them can be found at Appendix B.

1.4

A significant amount of work has been completed with regard reviewing of risk
assessments, for both generic and specialist unit activities. This work involves
liaison with relevant subject matter experts, transfer of information onto new
template, consolidation of numerous assessments into one document and final
sign off by a Senior Officer. Updated risk assessments are then subject to 2
yearly planned reviews unless operational or legislative need dictates this to
occur prior to this. A full list of reviewed risk assessments can be found at
Appendix C.

1.5

As a result of an HMICFRS inspection of Force Custody Suites in May, the
Health and Safety Department provided support and guidance in relation to
developing more robust fire evacuation procedures for these settings. These
plans were subject to testing and exercising within Custody Suites to ensure
effectiveness.

1.6

Following a review of previous arrangements and submission of a decision paper
to the Force Uniform and Equipment Steering Group, the Executive made the
decision that the wearing of body armour would be mandatory for all operational
officers and staff whilst on duty. Enabling Guidance was developed to
accompany this decision and provide clarification on when armour would be worn
and situations where exemptions to this decision would apply. This has been the
Force stance since September.

1.7

All Force premises were subject to a workplace inspection with findings and
recommendations for action detailed within a report that was provided to Section
Inspectors. No significant issues were found with regard building structure or
2
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integrity. Identified issues were more in relation to housekeeping, record keeping
with regard fire management and retention of surplus / decommissioned
equipment. Going forward, all premises will be subject to an annual workplace
inspection.
1.8

Following outcomes from a lessons learned exercise stemming from a Police
incident response to a road traffic collision, the unit worked together with
Derbyshire Fire and Rescue to produce a short video demonstrating the correct
use of small CO2 fire extinguishers which are available within all response
vehicles. This was issued as mandatory training via the Force Training and
Commissioning Group with completion instructions circulated via Chief Orders.

1.9

In October Derbyshire Police, Derbyshire Fire and Rescue Service and the
Police Staff Associations joined forces in support of European Health and Safety
Week. An overarching theme of ‘Be Vigilant’ was developed with three topics
sitting within this area. Those topics were in relation to DSE and ensuring that
workstations are set up correctly to reduce musculoskeletal issues; colds and flu
– the difference, how to treat and how to prevent in an attempt to promote good
health and reduce sickness levels associated with these illnesses; accident and
near miss reporting.
The event was well received and it is planned that similar events will be held at
the main Divisional Headquarters on 2019.

2.10

The Force Health and Safety Policy was given a light touch review to incorporate
some recommendations which came out of the external audit. This involved
incorporating a governance structure to demonstrate how health and safety is
managed within the Force.

2.

2019 WORKSTREAMS

2.1

Following approval from the Force Training and Commissioning Group two
training packages will be developed for mandatory completion by all Officers and
Staff. The first will address fire safety within the Force, procedures to follow in
the event of an evacuation and management responsibilities with regard
detection and warning systems. The second is in relation to the Force Health
and Safety Policy and working towards all Officers and Staff acknowledging their
health and safety roles and responsibilities.

2.2

As part of the ongoing collaborative work with Derbyshire Fire and Rescue
Service, a programme of face fit testing for Police Staff who wear respiratory
protection will commence during the summer utilising equipment provided by the
Fire and Rescue Service.

2.3

Work will continue with regard reviewing of departmental specific risk
assessments. The target is that all risk assessment reviews will be completed by
the end of the year and a programme in place for biennial reviews.

3.

HEALTH AND SAFETY LEGISLATION

3.1

In response to the current Brexit situation, the current plan is to introduce the
Health and Safety (Amendment) (EU Exit) Regulations 2018. These clarify that
existing duties remain and do not introduce any new obligations on employers.
Any major changes to legislation are unlikely to follow any time soon. However,
following Brexit it could be that many pieces of health safety legislation may be
3
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given new names/references etc. Even if legal duties are updated/amended etc.
there’s little chance of duties being significantly downgraded. The safest option is
to assume that it will be at least as strict as it is now.
The HSE will still be the enforcing authority for UK health and safety law and
continue to assist the government’s work in leaving the EU by making changes to
regulations so that they still function after Brexit and, in particular, preparing
necessary changes to the chemicals regime, which is heavily reliant on European
legislation at present.
At Brexit, the Health and Safety (Amendment) (EU Exit) Regulations 2018 come
into effect. These clarify that existing duties remain and do not introduce any new
obligations on employers. Brexit will not re-write the rule book. Health and safety
duties will be very similar to the ones in place now. Plus, there’s almost no
chance of the HSE adopting a light-touch approach to enforcement.
3.2

With effect from 6 April 2019, the HSE Fee for Intervention cost recovery scheme
has seen an increase to its hourly rate from £129 to £154.
This means that businesses that are found to be in material breach of health and
safety law will be charged at this new rate. As now, those businesses that meet
their legal requirements will not pay anything for HSE’s regulatory activity.
HSE must set the FFI rate with the aim of recovering its full cost and in recent
years it has operated at a deficit. A combination of this and cumulative
inflationary pressures support the increased hourly rate.
A material breach is defined by the HSE as “something which an inspector
considers serious enough that they need to formally write to the business
requiring action to be taken”.

4.

SUMMARY

4.1

It is difficult to quantify what future demand will look like over the forthcoming
year, however, active monitoring of our improved software systems will enable us
to identify any trends or patterns in accidents or cases of work-related ill-health to
allow appropriate control measures to be identified and implemented.
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Injury on Duty Reporting System Upgrade
In February 2018, the injury on duty system was subject to a significant upgrade as part of an overall
upgrade to the Gateway HR System.
In preparation for this, the Health and Safety Department undertook a significant amount of
configuration to improve the user experience for the process of injury on duty reporting. The aim of
this was to make the process as simple and straightforward as possible whilst still ensuring that
meaningful data and reports could be extracted and compiled in relation to injuries on duty.
Due to the upgraded system being totally new in both looks and improvements to how certain
processes were completed, 2 step-by-step user guidance documents were produced and made
available on the Gateway Help portal. The purpose of the first of these documents was to provide
support and guidance to Officers and Staff making a report and the second addressed the process for
Investigating Officers to follow in regard to conducting an accident investigation and finalising the
report.
Following extensive user acceptance testing by both the Health and Safety Advisors and operational
st
officers, the system went live on 1 February 2018.
Discoverer Report Issues
Missing Data
In June 2018, during routine statistical report preparation it was identified that the query system
(Discoverer) was not returning all reported injuries on duty between the specified dates. This resulted
in inaccurate data being provided, i.e. fewer reports being returned than had actually been reported.
The issue was investigated, the fault identified and a fix applied.
However, it was apparent when reports were re-run following application of the fix that this issue had
been occurring for some time and so reports made to various forums (Health and Safety Committees,
SGB etc.) were not correct and had provided an inaccurate picture of accident statistics within the
Force.
Therefore, the number of accidents being reported at these forums appeared to increase dramatically,
however when reports were re-run for comparison purposes it was clear that fluctuations were not
significantly different from inaccurate reporting figures.
In order to demonstrate this, the table below shows figures for the previous 3yrs using data provided
in previous annual reports and amended data following re-run of these reporting periods.
2018

2017

2016

Figures pre fix

-

262

273

Figures post fix

385

333

361

10.4

9

9.7

Incident Rate

1

Given the identification of this previous fault, the 2018 annual report will not be providing as in depth
comparisons to previous years’ data due to the significant time implications involved in carrying out
detailed analysis of pre-2018 figures.

1

Figure based on the number of Injuries on Duty reports made between 1 January and 31 December
each year and is calculated using 3700 employees as a baseline (i.e. 385/ 3700 * 100)
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Graph 1: Overall Injury on Duty Figures

(Raw data for this chart can be found at Appendix A, Table 1)



There were a total of 385 injury on duty reports made between January and December 2018.
This is a increase of 52 incidents from 2017 figures.



This figure is split between 97 reports from Police Staff and 288 from Police Officers



Over half (63%) of all reports are for the more operational based areas of the Force (North and
South Divisions) with the majority of reports being submitted from Police Officers



Reports from Operational Support are evenly splilt between Officers and Staff with 40 and 44
reports respectively. The high number of reports from Staff within this division could be attributed
to the large number employed (FOR part of Operational Support) and there was also a large
number of near miss reports made from this area (26). 2019 annual report will see this split as
Operational Support and Contact Management have again been split into separate Divisions.



Of the 385 reports, 12 were required to be reported to the Enforcing Authority – the Health and
Safety Executive. This is a decrease of 1 from the previous year.



8 of these reports were made due to the injury being classified as a ‘specified injury’ (all fractures)
which is increase of 6 from last year for this tyype of reportable injury. The remaining 4 reports
were made due to the injured person being absent from work for over 7 days.
These reportable injuries were as a result of a dog bite (1), RTC (1), baton strike (1), assault (3),
slip / trip / fall (5) and a training incident (1)

 The overall number of reports made in 2018 equates to an incident rate of 10.4 injury on duty
reports per 100 employees which is a slight increase from 2017 which had a rate of 9 per 100
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Graph 2: Injury on Duty Types

(Raw data for this chart can be found at Appendix A, Table 2.
2017 and 2016 data is taken from re-run reports so figures
differ from previous annual report figures)



This graph shows the distribution of injury on duty reports across various categories relating to the
type of incident.



The 2018 system upgrade resulted in there only being 3 categories of injury on duty type or
incident being available for selection by the reportee (accident, assault & near miss).
Resisting arrest, restraining detainee and RTC are now causes of injury and are taken into
account at graph 3



The graph above shows a significant increase in the number of assaults reported for 2018 (126)
from the previous 2 years. However, if we total up the assaults, resisting arrest and restraining
detainee from 2017 and 2016 the figures are 93 and 127 respectively which is an increase of 33
from 2017 and a decrease of 1 from 2016. Therefore, the increase is not as significant as first
appears.



98 of the reported assaults were due to injuries sustained whilst effecting arrest or restraining a
detainee



There is a marked increase (60%) in near miss reports between 2017 and 2018 with 45 to 72
reports respectively
The Near Miss data for 2018 involved 37 reports from Police Staff and 35 from Officers. Common
issues leading to near miss reports being submitted include
o

High temperatures and dry atmospheric conditions within Enquiry Office locations at
Peartree and St Marys Wharf (23). These reports were made between the summer
months of June to August. This coincides with a period of hot weather across the UK
which will have contributed to the office conditions. Peartree has since had air
conditioning installed

o

Staffing levels within the High Peak area of North Division (9). A number of single crewed
officers have raised concerns with regard lack of officers in a close vicinity to offer support
when required. Recent announcements have been made with regard the increase in
Officers that are to be made across the Force with partiuclar focus being given to
increasing numbers within the High Peak

o

Concern with regard the security and integrity of the dog exercise area (5). A number of
reports have been made in relation to dogs breaching the fencing and accessing public
land and highways
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Graph 3: Injury on Duty Cause

(Raw data for this chart can be found at Appendix A, Table 3)



This graph details the root causes of injury on duty reports across 14 main categories. To
streamline the report a number of causes which were only listed once or formed common groups
have been combined under general headings. These are;
o
o
o

Hazardous Substances – contact with hot liquids; fumes; CS spray; spitting
Equipment – incidents involving chairs, light switches, toilet roll dispensers
Miscellaneous – these are injuries which do not fit any of the other categories such as
allergy; kicked, punched, impaled, searching



Near Miss injury on duty reports are not included within this data as there was no injury incurred
therefore no root cause to identify. As a result the total number detailed within the raw data at
Appendix A, Table 3 does not match the overall number of injury on duty reports



Resisting arrest, restraining a detainee and slips, trips and falls continue to be the top three
causes of accidents.



Training related incidents are ranked fourth with two thirds of these (19) reported as a result of
OST incidents and the remaining one third reported following taser, PSU and MOE training
incidents



The collision category accounts for all incidents involving tactical contact between operational
vehicles and offenders (9) or other road users (7)

Annual Injury on Duty Figures
January – December 2018
Appendix A
Table 1
North
Division

South
Division

Ops.
Support

Crime
Support

Criminal
Justice

Business
Futures

7

9

44

6

8

4

Finance
& Bus.
Services
3

Police Officers

128

99

40

8

5

1

HSE Reportable

8

1

1

-

1

-

Police Staff

Table 2

Human
Resources

Regional
Units

PSD

2

16

1

-

4

2

-

-

-

1

-

Table 3

Accident
Assault
Resisting Arrest
Restraining Detainee
Near Miss
RTC
Miscellaneous
TOTAL

2018
187
126
72
-

2017
174
58
14
21
45
18
3

2016
166
66
28
33
37
31
-

385

333

361

Resisting Arrest
Restraining Detainee
Slips, Trips and Falls
Training Exercise
Hit by Moving Object
Collision
Lifting & Handling
Hazardous Substance
Equipment
Animal
Needlestick / Sharp
Hit by Stationary Object
Forcing Entry
Miscellaneous
TOTAL

2018
67
59
54
29
19
16
15
14
9
9
7
4
3
8
313
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Joanna Bingley
Health and Safety Advisor

OUR REF

BAS/HQ/CS/JB

YOUR REF
TO

Force Health and Safety Committee

SUBJECT

MAZARS External Audit – Progress Report

1.

TEL NO
DATE

75 16383
September 2018

Purpose

To provide the Force Health and Safety Committee with an update regarding the progress of
recommendations detailed within the External Audit Report.
2.

Background

As part of the Internal Audit Plan for 2018/19 for the Office of the Police and Crime
Commissioner for Derbyshire (OPCC) and Derbyshire Police, MAZARS carried out an audit
of the controls and processes in place in respect of Health and Safety.
The specific areas that formed part of this review included governance, roles and
responsibilities, policies and procedures, monitoring and reporting, and training in relation to
health and safety across the Force and OPCC.
This audit took place over 4 days between Tuesday 8th and Monday 14th May 2018.
The final report was issued on 15th June 2018 and has been circulated with the papers for
the October Force Health and Safety Committee meeting.
This is the first health and safety audit that the Force has been subject to and an overall
rating of Satisfactory Assurance was awarded.
3.

Recommendation Updates

The report detailed 20 recommendations within 8 areas of health and safety business. This
report will take each of the 8 areas and provide a brief overview of progress to date with
regard compliance against the stated recommendations.
3.1

Policies, Procedures & Governance

A revised Health and Safety Policy has been developed and is currently undergoing
consultation with relevant parties. This now includes a governance structure clearly showing
how health and safety is monitored at all levels across the organisation.
In addition to this, the roles and responsibilities section has been given particular attention to
ensure that they more accurately reflect who does what and where these may be delegated
responsibilities.
Furthermore, in addition to the Chief Constable and Police and Crime Commissioner
signatures, the Policy will be signed by all Divisional Commanders and equivalent Heads of
Department to demonstrate acknowledgement of their roles and responsibilities with regard
adherence to and implementation of arrangements detailed within the Policy.
The revised Policy will be subject to annual review with management of this being overseen
by the Policy and Strategic Planning section of Business Futures.
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3.2

MAZARS External Audit – Progress Report

Workplace Inspections

To achieve the recommendations detailed within this section, in particular those in relation to
consistency and training of workplace inspectors, the decision has been taken that Health
and Safety Advisors will carry out annual inspections of all Force owned premises. These
inspections will be conducted over a 12-month period with findings being fed back into
Divisional Committees at their regular meetings.
To ensure a consistent approach is applied for these inspections and reports a template has
been developed which will be used for future inspections. The general professional
competency of the Advisors will ensure that consistent approach is applied with regard
identifying issues and providing advice and guidance to rectify as appropriate.
To enable demonstration that these inspections take place, a programme has been
developed which will be completed with inspection dates and any findings.
3.3

External Contractors

A significant amount of work has taken place in conjunction with Procurement in regard to
addressing the recommendations detailed within this element. A standard set of questions
have been developed and will be included in the contractor selection element of the tender
process. In addition to this, Health and Safety Advisors will assess the submissions of
contractors in relation to the answers provided to these questions which will form part of the
final decision and selection process.
To assist on-site monitoring to take place a template has been developed which will be
updated on a monthly basis with project information including start date and frequency of
inspections. Frequency of inspections will be determined upon the duration of the contract
and how they scored in the selection process.
To ensure the continued health and safety requirements of those longer term contracts are
maintained (i.e. 5yrs) a process of due diligence shall take place every 2yrs, whereby
contractors are requested to submit their most recent signed Health and Safety Policy as
well as confirmation of continued compliance with a recognised accreditation body (where
applicable)
3.4

Communication of Health & Safety

As previously mentioned the revised Health and Safety Policy will be signed by Divisional
Commanders et al which will demonstrate clear commitment with regard their
responsibilities.
Local Terms of Reference have bene updated to reflect communicating and raising
awareness across their Division.
3.5

Strategy Objectives

The previous and current Health and Safety Strategies have been monitored and updates
provided to various forums on an annual basis, however this did not meet what the
documents stated, i.e. provide updates on 6 monthly basis. Progress of objectives for the
2018 – 2020 Strategy will be a standing agenda item on Force Health and Safety
Committees and will be included in the SPAB reports provided to the OPCC.
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MAZARS External Audit – Progress Report

3.6 & 3.7

Accident / Incident Reporting / Incident Reporting Procedure

The 3 documents associated with accident reporting have been reviewed and merged into
one Legislative Guidance document which now reflects the upgraded reporting system. In
addition to this, to provide further guidance to Investigators, with regard completing the
report, the step-by-step guidance has been updated to provide information with regard
completing the section which details absence periods of the injured person.
A robust system is already in place with regard identifying incomplete reports which may
affect the ability of the Health and Safety section to make timely reports to the HSE. Due to
the improved functionality of the injury on duty reporting system, notifications are received by
the Health and Safety section when an incident is reported and the system is far more user
friendly which means that the number of incomplete reports has significantly reduced.
3.8

The Co-Ordination of Health and Safety Training

Information below details the training which is delivered in terms of induction for new starters
and management training available within Force. As can be seen there is very little, if any,
foundation level health and safety training provided to all employees within the Force.
Induction
No formal induction package for new starters (Police Staff) is currently in place which would
include health and safety training requirements such as Fire Safety, Display Screen
Equipment, Risk Assessment, Accident Reporting and Manual Handling etc. Currently,
student officers receive basic health and safety training via the NCALT portal during their
term of training. Force Operation Room new staff receive a classroom based induction
session of basic health and safety delivered by the H&S section when upon request.
Management Training
Currently the Force has several “Manager/Leadership” development programmes that are
delivered through EMCHRS Learning and Development. These programmes are aimed at
leadership for PC to Sergeant and Police Staff, and Leadership for Inspectors.
These programmes are split into five modules and form part of the National Police
Promotions Network that, in conjunction with awarding bodies, awards national
qualifications.
There are no areas within the modules that look at or deal with Health and Safety.
Mandatory Health and Safety Training
A regular programme of fire safety awareness and display screen equipment training and
risk assessment is completed by all Officers and Staff usually on a biennial basis.
Rates of completion for these two courses are fed into Divisional Health and Safety
Committee meetings.

Should there be any queries or questions in relation to any of the content of this report
please do not hesitate to contact me.

Regards
COPY TO
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 Generic Search Activities
 Cannabis Grow Searches
 Information Service Engineers
 Dog Section
o

Dog Handlers

o

Kennel Staff

o Dog Training
 Uniform Task Force
 Neighbourhood Safeguarding Officer
 Rural Crime Team
 CREST
 Roads Policing – Collision Unit
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FORCE MANAGEMENT STATEMENT (FMS)

REPORT BY CHIEF CONSTABLE
DATE

20 MAY 2019

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT
To provide an understanding of the origin and purpose of the FMS.
To determine how the FMS can be used as part of the force planning cycle

ATTACHMENTS
None

RECOMMENDATIONS
To determine if the PCC can gain direct assurance that this area of business is being
managed efficiently and effectively

CONTACT FOR ENQUIRIES
Name:

Supt Steve Pont

Tel:

0300 122 5440

Email

spaenquiries@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk
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1.

OVERVIEW

1.1

The Force Management Statement (FMS) is mandated by Her Majesty’s
Inspectorate of Constabulary and Fire and Rescue Service (HMICFRS). It is a
self-assessment that each force produces for the HMICFRS to use as part of
their annual force inspection process. It is our Chief Constables statement and
explanation of how:
•

The demand the force expects to face over the next four years;

•

How the force will change and improve the condition, capacity, capability,
serviceability, performance and security of supply of its workforce and other
assets to cope with demand;

•

How the force will improve to make sure the gap between future demand and
future capability is a small as it can be; and

•

The money the force expects to have to do all this.

1.2

The FMS encourages the force to ask themselves what do I need to do now to
solve or, better still, avoid the problems of the future.

2.

HOW IT WORKS

2.1

There are two parts to an FMS, a brief summary of findings, decisions made
based on those findings and separate sections covering each individual area of
business and how they understand and plan to meet ongoing demand.

2.2

The completed document is returned to the HMICFRS and is effectively used as
a pre-inspection document as part of the mandated National PEEL Inspection
process to understand how Effective, Efficient and Legitimate each force is.

2.3

This is only the second year that an FMS has been required. Year one asked
each force to outline what they felt were their key ongoing and future issues. All
43 forces provided different approaches to this requirement. The HMICFRS then
drew what they felt would be best practice from the better documents, setting the
basis for the year two requirements.

2.4

FMS year two requires each force to answer more specific questions including:
Establishing the gap between current and future demand, Status of workforce,
performance and wellbeing.

2.5

In addition, this year there is also a requirement for each force to develop a Red,
Amber, Green (RAG) rating system and Case Study for each individual area of
business.

2.6

The RAG rating will produce data that will help each team and the wider
organisation to understand existing and potential gaps and put plans in place to
negate these gaps and potential risks. This could include investment in
technology, recruitment and restructuring resources to cope with anticipated
demand.

2.7

Case studies will not be relevant for all areas of business but are intended to help
understand where the organisation has identified gaps and delivered successes
to improve the business and service to the public.
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3.

CURRENT POSITION

3.1

Ongoing communication between individual HMICFRS Force Liaison Officers
(FLO) has already identified that the specific questions set and restrictions on the
size of document does not enable each force to provide the level of detail and
context it would like. The FMS is a public facing document (subject to Chief
Officer approval) and enabling context is incredibly important.

3.2

Derbyshire Constabulary has collated all relevant information from each
individual area of business and are currently in the process of building the
document for Chief Officer review.

3.3

A strategic briefing is planned to discuss the findings of the RAG ratings and
understand if the RAG methodology correlates with how we actually understand
demand and how we will deal with it.

3.4

The document will need to be completed and returned to the HMICFRS by the
end of May 2019.

4.

CHALLENGES

4.1

Inconsistent and poorly timed guidance and lack of clarity of purpose has proved
problematic for all forces.

4.2

Late clarification and issue of guidance has been problematic for all forces.

4.3

The time and effort required by all forces represents a significant investment by
the police service. For Derbyshire this has taken staff away from their core role,
in some cases, for a considerable amount of time.

4.4

Guidance on actual meaning of questions interpreted differently resulting in
inconsistencies in document content between forces.

4.5

Not clear how much detail is right or appropriate.

4.6

Significant time taken to redact content to ensure suitable for public.

4.7

Not clear how collaborative approaches between forces should be represented.

5.

THE FUTURE

5.1

It is the intention that for the FMS to have true value to the force we need to use
the data held within it as part of our strategic planning process. It should be used
to help understand and plan for changes in demand, identify future risks and the
finances, assets and staff required to deliver.

5.2

To realise this there needs to be more understanding of the documents potential
value to each individual area of business and further negotiation with the
HMICFRS on the relevance of questions and answers provided throughout.

5.3

Much of the information provided is already captured in other strategic level
documents. Further negotiation needs to be had with the HMICFRS to
understand how this document could capture other information and lessen the
number of documents each force produces throughout the planning cycle. It also
needs to correlate with the Police and Crime Plan.

3
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6.

SUMMARY

6.1

Whilst the intention of the FMS is to enable each force to better plan for the
future in its current format is more use to the HMICFRS as a pre-inspection
document. It is clear that the requirements for FMS three will likely change again
with a preferred RAG rating being mandated. This will likely make FMS two
predictions difficult to compare.

6.2

It should also be considered that planning for four years in advance could be
affected due to numerous external factors that the police service has no influence
over which could at any time result in restructure and realignment of assets.

6.3

Advances in technology and their use in crime will require significant investment
and will always be difficult to predict.

6.4

The FMS will eventually be helpful to support articulation of challenges facing
forces though there is some way to go to achieve this.

6.5

Potential benefits Include:•

Better baseline planning

•

Ability to compare whole force business and risk together in one document

•

Ability to better inform budget planning

•

Potential to inform the Police and Crime Plan priorities

•

Provide information that might support more effective challenges to the
HMICFRS and Home Office.

4
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1.

OVERVIEW

1.1

Between 4 and 6 December 2018 HMICFRS visited Derbyshire Constabulary to
conduct an inspection specific to how the force records crime in accordance with
the National Crime Recording Standards. A previous inspection occurred in
2014.

1.2

Derbyshire Constabulary were not the first force to be inspected, other force
inspections received varying overall judgements from inadequate to outstanding.

1.3

The inspection focussed on incidents from 1 February 2018 to 31 July 2018.
Based on their findings, the force failed to record over 30,300 reported crimes
per year. This represents a recording rate of 65.3 percent.

1.4

The overall judgement for Derbyshire Constabulary based on the inspection was
Inadequate.

1.5

Since the inspection a Gold Group has been convened chaired by a chief officer
to capture all of the recommendations culminating in a 30 point action plan to
enable significant improvements.

1.6

The themed areas capture training, technology, supervision and leadership,
processes and systems, equality and diversity.

1.7

The Police and Crime Commissioner has specifically requested an update on the
following areas.

2.

RE-INSTATEMENT OF A FORCE CRIME RECORDING POLICY SETTING
OUT CRIME RECORDING ARRANGEMENTS AND EXPECTATIONS OF
OFFICERS AND STAFF

2.1

In 2017 the crime recording policy was withdrawn as a result of a review of all
force policies. Many policies were withdrawn, some were retained as guidance
and very few remained as policy. The purpose of this was to realign the force
with the Chief Constables Vision and the force principles.

2.2

A review has been conducted since the inspection and crime recording is now a
force policy. This is a new policy, reflective of crime recording today. This has
featured within ‘Connect’ our internal force intranet website and a Chief
Constable’s Order to ensure all officers are aware and adhere to the policy. This
is available 24 hours per day. The policy is specific as to the importance of crime
recording and the importance of adhering to the National Crime Recording
Standards. This is also included in specific crime recording training.

3.

ENSURING THAT OFFICERS AND STAFF PROPERLY UNDERSTAND
CRIME RECORDING REQUIREMENTS AND CRIME CLASSIFICATIONS
AND RECEIVE APPROPRIATE ONGOING TRAINING

3.1

A training programme and awareness campaign has been developed to capture
every crime recorder in force, including student officers, front line officers and
operators within the Force Control Room (FCR). This is delivered to officers by a
dedicated team which include the Force Crime Registrar. The training is specific
and the entire day is dedicated to crime recording.

3.2

The force has created a crime data integrity video which has been viewed by
2
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over 1300 officers and staff individually and shown at team briefings. This has
generated numerous positive comments including “I thought this video was
excellent…it definitely hits home about the consequences of not doing this
correctly”.
3.3

An NCALT package is also being delivered capturing victim focussed crime,
specific to crime recording.

3.4

A top 10 example scenario set has been developed and placed on ‘Connect’ to
assist officers with common crime recording issues. This will be supported with a
weekly dilemma of the day, again specific to crime recording.

3.5

A media campaign is also being developed through posters, Connect and
computer pop ups for officers to view every time an officer and staff member logs
onto a force computer.

3.6

The force has also delivered a virtual surgery to capture concerns and queries
from officers and staff, along with blogs from the from the Crime Registrar and
the CDI project lead on crime recording.

3.7

Training and awareness will be a long running theme, the majority of the training
to our divisional officers and staff will be completed by 18 July 2019. The training
will be continually evaluated.
Crime recording training will be embedded within the initial training for student
officers, new Police Community Support Officers, the Special Constabulary and
new Detective Staff Investigators.

4.

ENSURING CRIMES ARE RECORDED AT THE FIRST POINT OF CONTACT,
INCLUDING THOSE REPORTED TO PUBLIC PROTECTION TEAMS OR
DETAINED ON INCIDENT LOGS/DOMESTIC ABUSE RISK ASSESSMENTS

4.1

From May 2019 40 staff within the FCR will be trained to record crimes at first
point of contact (FPOC) in accordance with the national crime recording
standards. However, this will only address initial recording, not further contact or
other crimes reported as incidents progress. To address this, as alluded to, all
officers and staff responsible for crime recording will receive training. To provide
greater reassurance whilst training is being delivered, a Crime Identification
Team has been established. This is a dedicated team of officers and staff whose
sole responsibility is to review relevant incidents from the previous 24 hours to
ensure reported crime has been recorded accurately and where this is not the
case, the team are responsible for creating crime reports. This team is already in
place.

4.2

The Public Protection Domestic Abuse Stalking and Harassment (DASH) risk
assessment forms are completed following a report of a domestic abuse incident.
There are numerous questions which often capture historical crimes. The
inspection highlighted some of these crimes were not being recorded. As a
consequence, all DASH high and medium risk assessments are now reviewed by
the Risk and Referral Team to capture and record crimes that have not been
recorded. In addition to the DASH risk assessments, other safeguarding notices
are also reviewed, including children and vulnerable adults to capture any
reported crimes.

4.3

In addition to the high and medium risk assessments, there are a number of
3
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standard risk assessments completed each day for domestic abuse. These are
reviewed by divisional supervisors to ensure all crimes have been captured. This
process is supported by specific auditing to ensure any anomalies or errors are
identified and crimes created.
4.4

In addition to the DASH risk assessments, additional safeguards are in place to
ensure crimes reported within public protection strategy meetings and MARAC
meetings not previously reported are identified and recorded.

4.5

The force continues to pursue a technological solution to first point of contact
recording from control works where the incident is reported, directly to NICHE our
crime recording database. This is currently with the regional niche team for
configuration.

5.

CHANGES TO SUPERVISORY OVERSIGHT IN THE FORCE OPERATIONS
ROOM AND LOCALLY TO ENABLE ANY INCORRECT CRIME RECORDING
DECISIONS TO BE CORRECTED AT THE EARLIEST OPPORTUNITY AND
FEEDBACK PROVIDED TO OFFICERS AND STAFF

5.1

From 22 March 2019 operators within the Force Control Room actively challenge
where they consider a crime requires recording. Any disputes are resolved by the
Force Incident Manager at the time.

5.2

Derbyshire Constabulary have a dedicated Crime Management Unit (CMU) who
scrutinise every crime recorded to ensure NCRS compliance. The practice of
tasking officers to complete any anomalies or errors has changed and now these
are completed at the time by CMU feedback is an important part of the action
plan and is captured in more detail below.

5.3

Guidance to supervisors regarding responsibilities has also been provided to
bridge the delay with some officers and staff receiving training on division.

6.

IMPROVEMENTS IN THE COLLECTION OF DIVERSITY INFORMATION
FROM VICTIMS OF CRIME

6.1

The collection of diversity information remains a challenge for most forces as the
systems do not facilitate the collation of this data.

6.2

The aim is to capture this data at FPOC to ensure the right service is provided
with the appropriate support. In addition, this also provides an early avenue for
prevention and offers additional lines of investigation. From May 2019, the
capture of protected characteristics will be built into FPOC processes.

6.3

It is acknowledged that crimes can be reported outside of traditional routes. As a
consequence, and in furtherance of the aim to capture protected characteristics
within every crime, in Derbyshire a dedicated team of staff contact victims of
crime to ensure victim services have been offered. During this interaction the
capture of protective characteristics is being developed for this information to
recorded within Niche. The data from both FPOC and the victim triage team will
then be scrutinised by performance analysts who provide context to performance
meeting chaired by the Deputy Chief Constable and also within the Force Hate
Crime Steering Group.
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7.

SENIOR LEVEL GOVERNANCE ARRANGEMENTS TO OVERSEE THE
NECESSARY CHANGES

7.1

The senior responsible officer is the Temporary Assistant Chief Constable for
Operational Support. A Gold Group has been formed with strong representation
from across the force including attendance by HMICFRS.
•

An action plan has been devised capturing all recommendations from the
HMICFRS inspection

•

Regular updates are presented to the Chief Officer Team

•

Weekly meetings are also held with the operational lead who holds the rank
of Detective Chief Inspector

7.2

As alluded to Crime Data Integrity is embedded within the Performance
Assurance Board chaired by the Deputy Chief Constable.

8.

HOW THE FORCE IS ENSURING THAT THE CHANGES BEING MADE ARE
EFFECTIVE AND PRODUCING THE DESIRED RESULTS

8.1

A concerning element highlighted from the inspection related to the DOMA. This
is a question set designed for victims of domestic abuse to capture information
prior to an officer’s attendance. This asked similar questions to the DASH and
therefore captured predominantly historical crimes. Due to a process issue, this
information was not being accessed by attending officers and therefore they were
unaware of the information. This issue alone made a significant impact to the
findings of the inspection. After consideration, the DOMA has now been
withdrawn from use and emphasis is now placed on the THRIVE process, an
investigative mindset by the attending officer and the use of DASH. Derbyshire
were the only force utilising the DOMA.

8.2

A bespoke and specific crime date integrity audit is being developed to capture
sexual offences, violent crime, rape and Public Protection specific functions,
including MARAC, MAPPA, strategy meetings and DASH risk assessments. The
auditing structure will be flexible to audit themes outside of normality for further
reassurance.

8.3

The results of these audits and further performance measures will be provided to
the monthly Performance Assurance Board which is chaired by the Deputy Chief
Constable.

9.

FEEDBACK AND DEVELOPMENT

9.1

Feedback and development are essential to creating high performance and
compliance. In addition to the roles and responsibilities of the compliance team,
they also compile a monthly lesson learned briefing newsletter to educate officers
regarding what is done well and not so well. Additionally, those officers and staff
who repeatedly underperform are highlighted and forwarded to their respective
Command Teams for performance management. Lessons learned and best
practice is also a standing agenda item for the Gold Group.

9.2

Crime recording performance is now embedded within the legitimacy arm of our
newly formed performance framework which demonstrates our commitment to
accurate crime recording.
5
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9.3

Significant changes have already been made to how Derbyshire Constabulary
record crime. However, training and development and the implementation of new
practices takes time to embed. This has been acknowledged by HMICFRS.

9.4

Whilst the force is committed to improving crime data integrity and has dedicated
officers and staff towards improvements, this will not be at the detriment to front
line policing or the quality of service provided to the public.

9.5

Early indications suggest the new structure, training and processes will
significantly improve crime recording in Derbyshire Constabulary.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
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1.

BACKGROUND

1.1

In 2016-17, Hardyal Dhindsa, the Police and Crime Commissioner for
Derbyshire, committed to share £275,000 among community safety
organisations to help him to deliver his Police and Crime Plan priorities.

1.2

These priorities include keeping vulnerable people safe from harm, supporting
victims, tackling the emerging threats of cyber-enabled crime on individuals,
tackling drugs and alcohol, supporting those with mental health issues and
working with young people to break the cycle of offending and repeat
victimisation.

1.3

Community groups, non-profit making organisations and third sector
organisations are invited to work with him to deliver his priorities at a local level.

1.4

Community Action Grants provide funding to promote partnership working with
the Commissioner in Derbyshire and help to deliver the objectives of his Police &
Crime Plan.

1.5

There is one round of applications per year (total allocation £200,000) for a Large
Grant (between £2,501 and £25,000) and up to three opportunities per year
(total allocation £75,000) to apply for a small grant (up to £2,500).

1.6

The Commissioner has committed this budget for each year of his term as Police
and Crime Commissioner up to May 2020 when Police and Crime Commissioner
elections will take place once again.

2.

This report supports the decisions for the eighth round of small grants under the
Commissioner’s Community Action Grant.

2.1

The round closed on 1st March 2019. In total, 3 applications valued at £6,000
were submitted.

2.2

The projects awarded a grant will receive funding for up to a 12 month period.

2.3

The Commissioner has determined to award 3 small grants to the organisations
detailed in Table 1, which meet his police and crime plan objectives and offer
value for money.

2.4

Grant criteria will be set and regular monitoring reporting will be required from
the recipients.
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2.5

Full details of grants awarded will be made available on the Commissioner’s
website at http://www.derbyshire-pcc.gov.uk/

3.

TABLE 1
Amount

Name

Purpose

Small
CAG

Police and
Crime Plan
Priorities

£

Hollingwood
Residents
Association

Community Room
To Install CCTV surveillance cameras and equipment

£1000.00

Sleetmoor United
Football Club

Expansion of ‘Off the Streets’ Coaching Programmes
We want to build a community-based football club which
offers opportunities to all, as well as a state-of-the-art
sports and social facility of which the whole community can
be proud.
By continuing to provide high-quality, FA Charter-standard
coaching opportunities, we will be working with at least 400
local young people every year, helping them to stay clear
of crime and anti-social behaviour and engage in sport
instead. Not only will this significantly increase their life
opportunities, it will also have a wider impact on the
community, which will be less blighted by crime and antisocial behaviour as a result of local young people
engaging with our coaching programmes instead.

£2,500.00

Spirit and Soul
Equine Assisted
Activity Centre

Equine Round Pen and Small Equipment
To enable the purchase of a portable mesh round pen and
selection of small exercise The initial purpose of this
purchase will be to allow a smooth transition to our new
site in Stenson, Derby by allowing a continuation in service
to all our clients whilst we complete works on the
permanent structures required.
After the initial six months we will use this equipment, as a
‘mobile kit’ so that we can facilitate delivery at external
sites, such as schools, other institutions and community
events.

£2,500.00

TOTAL

3 projects

£6,000

SUMMARY
To approve the Commissioner’s Community Action Grant awards to the 3 organisations
at the values listed in Table 1 of the report, totalling £6,000
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AGENDA ITEM

12H
STRATEGIC PRIORITIES
ASSURANCE BOARD
REPORT
TITLE

POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER GRANTS 2019 21 – EXTENDED GRANT AWARDS

REPORT BY CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER
DATE

20 MAY 2019

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT
To approve the award of two extended grants to projects supporting objectives in the
Police and Crime Plan 2016- 21.

ATTACHMENTS
1. None

RECOMMENDATIONS
To approve the Commissioner’s Community Action Grant awards to the 2 organisations
at the values listed in Table 1 of the report, totalling £120,000

CONTACT FOR ENQUIRIES
Name:

Andrew Dale

Tel:

0300 122 6005

Email

Andrew.dale.16973@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

AGENDA ITEM 12H
STRATEGIC PRIORITIES ASSURANCE BOARD
20 MAY 2019

1.

BACKGROUND
1. Within the Commissioning Strategy the Commissioner wishes to develop
a process by which some of the projects addressing key aspects of the
Police and Crime Plan priorities can be further tested, developed and
evaluated. This funding will offer flexibility to allow the resourcing of
schemes and projects which are not yet ready for full market
procurement.
2. We are adapting a business proposal template which will allow the current
grant holder to be invited to outline their business case. The executive
team and partner agencies will then review and comment on need, proof
of concept and further development opportunities including possible
match funding. Current examples of this are Pathways of Chesterfield and
Al-Hurraya. Details of these projects can be found in Table 1 of this
report.
3. The Commissioner wishes to offer the opportunity to build capacity and
sustainability within these voluntary organisations through the offer of a
two year funding arrangement.
4. It is hoped that by adopting this approach the projects will be able to build
internal capacity with a view to ongoing, longer term sustainability.
5. The table below highlights those projects being offered two-year funding
and the areas of the Police and Crime Plan the Commissioner feels are
supported by these projects.
6. Full details of grants awarded will be made available on the
Commissioner’s website at http://www.derbyshire-pcc.gov.uk/
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3.

TABLE 1
Amount

Name

Pathways of
Chesterfield

Purpose

•appoint a Volunteer and Activities Coordinator to
engage homeless people and rough sleepers in
meaningful activities.
•help to build peoples self-belief around change and
in turn reduce antisocial behaviour.
•recruit, train and supervise volunteers and to work
with staff, volunteers, partner agencies and clients in
identifying a range of appropriate group-based
activities which will enable them to engage with
services, develop skills, confidence and resilience.
•Coordinator to accompany Pathways Outreach
Worker to encourage hard to reach clients to access
Pathway’s services as well as those of partner
agencies.
•contribute to the development of a more holistic
and joined-up provision of help and support to the
homeless in Chesterfield and the surrounding areas.

£

Police
and
Crime
Plan
Priorities

£30,000 1,3,4,5
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Al-Hurraya

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

TOTAL

deliver crime reduction initiatives in the form of
evidence based targeted intervention workshops to
the Muslim community in Derby City. Face-to-face
group workshops at Mosques, Schools, Statutory and
Faith settings for young people, their parents and to
community leaders
Topics include: Substance Misuse, Organised Crime,
Honour Based Violence, Child Sexual Exploitation,
Grooming, Gangs and Forced Marriage. Educational
workshop on impact of Adverse Childhood
experiences (ACEs) Mental Health, Domestic
Violence and other vulnerabilities. Other relevant
workshops will be added as appropriate.
Counselling/ Mentoring - One to One and Group
counselling/Mentoring provided to BAMER
beneficiaries.
Referral pathways to be formed and strengthened
with partner agencies
Family Support (Counselling) Counsellors will also
provide family support when required.
identify and develop role models or beneficiaries who
have completed treatment and would like to come
through from Al-Hurraya volunteer program or from
within the community to become qualified mentors.
The programme will provide Community Champions
which will build capacity for Al Hurraya and the
community in general.
A buddy system with Mentors and mentees who are
either involved or at risk of becoming involved in
crime will be established.

2 projects

£30,000 1,2,3,4,5

£60,000
each year
for two
years

Grant criteria will be set and regular monitoring reporting will be required from the
recipients. This will be reported through the Commissioner’s Strategic Priorities
Board at a later date.
SUMMARY
To approve the Commissioner’s Community Action Grant awards to the 2organisations
at the values listed in Table 1 of the report, totalling £120,000

BACKGROUND PAPERS
NONE
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REPORT
TITLE

POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER COMMUNITY
ACTION GRANT AWARDS - ADDITIONAL ROUND 3
LARGE GRANTS

REPORT BY CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER
DATE

20 MAY 2019

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT
1.1

To approve the award of 2 additional large grants in the third round of the
Commissioner’s Community Action Large Grant scheme. A total of ten grants
have now been funded through round 3 of the Commissioner’s large Community
Action Grant (Agenda Item 12A, SPA Board 18 March 2019)

ATTACHMENTS
1. None

RECOMMENDATIONS
1. To approve the Commissioner’s Community Action Grant awards to the 2
organisations at the values listed in Table 1 of the report, totaling £49,997.00.

CONTACT FOR ENQUIRIES
Name: Andrew Dale
External telephone number: 0300 122 6005
Email :
andrew.dale.16973@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

AGENDA ITEM 12I
STRATEGIC PRIORITIES ASSURANCE BOARD
20 MAY 2019

BACKGROUND
In 2016-17, Hardyal Dhindsa, the Police and Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire,
committed to share £275,000 among community safety organisations to help him to
deliver his Police and Crime Plan priorities.
These priorities include keeping vulnerable people safe from harm, supporting victims,
tackling the emerging threats of cyber-enabled crime on individuals, tackling drugs and
alcohol, supporting those with mental health issues and working with young people to
break the cycle of offending and repeat victimisation. He has invited community
groups, non-profit making organisations and third sector organisations to work with him
to deliver his priorities at a local level.
Community Action Grants provide funding to promote partnership working with the
Commissioner in Derbyshire and help to deliver the objectives of his Police & Crime
Plan.
There is one round of applications per year (total allocation £200,000) for a Large Grant
(between £2,501 and £25,000) and up to three opportunities per year (total allocation
£75,000) to apply for a small grant (up to £2,500).
This report supports the decisions for the third round of large grants under the
Commissioner’s Community Action Grant.
The third round of applications opened on 1st October 2018 and closed on 30th
November 2018. In total, 32 applications valued at £600,000 were submitted.
As a commitment to partnership working, the Commissioner has secured the
assistance of key Community Safety partners within Derbyshire and Derby City. These
partners reviewed all Large Grant applications relevant to their administrative area.
The projects awarded a grant will receive funding for a 12 month period.
The Commissioner has determined to award 2 additional large grants to the
organisations detailed in Table 1, which meet his crime objectives and offer value for
money.
Grant criteria will be set and regular monitoring reporting will be required from the
recipients.
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Full details of grants awarded will be made available on the Commissioner’s website at
http://www.derbyshire-pcc.gov.uk/ once the grant agreements have been
exchanged and signed.
TABLE 1
Amount
Name

Purpose

Large CAG
£

HeadHigh CIC

The Night Bus project allows anyone experiencing
symptoms such as anxiety, stress, isolation and
depression to come together at a café-style venue
and seek sanctuary. The project is open between
10pm and 2am (Friday & Saturdays) and run by a
team of trained volunteers and senior support team.

£25,000.00

Sporting
Communities

Community Reassurance project to reduce youth crime
and antisocial behaviour in Derby. Currently residents
call the Police with reports of young people gathering in
groups perceived to be involved in ASB. Sporting
Communities will offer an on-call service for 6 hours
each week to act as an early intervention service to
deal with calls to the Police 101 number relating to low
level ASB.

£24,997.00

Sub Total:
Grand Total:

2 projects

Police
and
Crime
Plan
Priorities

£49,997.00
£49,997.00

SUMMARY
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To approve the Commissioner’s Community Action Grant awards to the 2 organisations
at the values listed in Table 1 of the report, totalling £49,997.00.

BACKGROUND PAPERS
NONE
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AGENDA ITEM

12J
STRATEGIC PRIORITIES
ASSURANCE BOARD
REPORT
TITLE

POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER’S EXTENDED
GRANT AWARDS – UPDATE REPORTS

REPORT BY CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER
DATE

20 MAY 2019

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT
To provide an update on the second twelve month delivery period of three projects
awarded three year funding by the Commissioner in support of key objectives in the
Police and Crime Plan 2016- 21.

ATTACHMENTS
Appendix A – Rhubarb Farm
Appendix B – Eastern European Networks CIC
Appendix C – Padley Group

RECOMMENDATIONS
To note the 12 month progress reports from the Commissioner’s extended grant
awards as summarized in the attached Appendices A,B and C and as listed in Table 1
of the report.

CONTACT FOR ENQUIRIES
Name:

Andrew Dale, Chief Finance Officer

Tel:

0300 122 6000

Email

pccoffice@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

AGENDA ITEM 12J
STRATEGIC PRIORITIES ASSURANCE BOARD
21 MAY 2018

1.1

In 2017-18, Hardyal Dhindsa, the Police and Crime Commissioner for
Derbyshire, committed to share £275,000 among community safety organisations
that will help him to deliver his Police and Crime Plan priorities.

1.2

These priorities include keeping vulnerable people safe from harm, supporting
victims, maintaining strong and effective partnership working, tackling drugs and
alcohol, supporting those with mental health issues and working with young
people to break the cycle of offending and repeat victimisation.

1.3

He invited community groups, non-profit making organisations and third sector
organisations to apply for funding to work with him to deliver his priorities at a
local level.

1.4

The Commissioner was so impressed with three of the applications and how they
dovetailed with the Police and Crime Plan he suggested that these were taken
out of the Community Action Grant process and offered the opportunity to build
internal capacity and capability through a three-year funding arrangement.

1.5

By monitoring these projects across a longer period of time (rather than a single
year), useful data and research can be obtained on issues including ‘need’ within
a particular community, the interventions or activities that are most effective as
well as gaining a better understanding of the scale of a particular issue (i.e. hatecrime in the case of the EEN project alongside our wider research in this area).
All of which will feed into our commissioning activities and inform what level of
resource is needed beyond this three year period and more widely within
Derbyshire.

1.6

The table below highlights those projects which were offered three-year funding.
A series of appendices attached provide detail of the support that has been
offered by each of the projects.
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1.7

Table 1

Name

Purpose

Amount
£

Police
and
Crime
Plan
Priorities

Rhubarb Farm

Training Rhubarb
The Rhubarb Farm project provides a helpful
intervention to reduce re-offending; by enhancing
the approach taken in Derbyshire for offender
management; and by improving public safety.
Rhubarb Farm works with ex-offenders, drug and
alcohol misusers and people with mental ill health.
The provision of informal and foundation-level
courses affords accessibility to those who do not
consider that training is for them, have been
alienated from education in the past, and have no
confidence in themselves.

£20,000

1,2,3,4,5

Eastern
European
Networks CIC

EEN Center
The aim of this project is engage with Central &
Eastern European communities living in Derby and
Derbyshire offering sign posting and support in the
first languages of the communities about any type
of crime and continuing work with raising
awareness about drug and alcohol related crime
and harm modern slavery and human trafficking,
hate crime, cybercrime, safeguarding and youth
offending. We will be seeking to recruit volunteers
for the Police, Fire Service and our project.

£25,000

1,2,3,5

Padley Group

After Hours Homeless Centre Engagement

£20,000

1,2,3,4,5

Padley Homeless Centre proposes to extend their
hours of operation for two additional 4 hour sessions
a week to enable individuals to access the service, to
get a hot meal, drink, shower facilities and support
around their housing, substance misuse and any
other issues.
TOTAL

3 projects

£65,000
each
year
for
three
years
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1.8

Grant criteria has been set and regular monitoring and reporting has been
established with the recipients. Please see the attached Appendices for a full
breakdown of activity for each project along with case studies and comments.

BACKGROUND PAPERS
NONE.
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AGENDA ITEM 12j, APPENDIX A – RHUBARB FARM
Grant key deliverables
The Rhubarb Farm project has helped to support the Commissioner’s Police and Crime Plans by providing a helpful intervention to reduce re-offending; by
enhancing the approach taken in Derbyshire for offender management; and by improving public safety. Rhubarb Farm works with ex-offenders, drug and
alcohol misusers and people with mental ill health.
Rhubarb Farm will employ a Training Development Officer to organise the training at Rhubarb Farm.
•

40 ex-offenders, substance misusers and people with mental ill health (some of them with dual or triple diagnosis) will undertake training at the
Farm

•

Ex-offenders and people at risk of criminal behaviour will be in a learning environment with all sorts of other people from the local area, many of
whom will have other problems such as physical disability or even learning disability and will thereby gain understanding of other people's needs.
This will help social cohesion and understanding of people with multiple needs and break down barriers and help address hate crime.

•

5 members of Rhubarb Farm staff will undertake courses

•

At least 5 people will be encouraged to take further training or explore employment opportunities with the help and guidance of the Training Officer.

Year 2 – Statistics
73 Individuals supported:
Total number of volunteers working in service – 73
Total number of paid staff members working in service - 20
Gender
-

53 Males
19 Females
1 Transgender

Ethnic Origin
-

Any other Asian background – 1
White British - 72
1
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Types of Intervention
•
•
•

Mental Health Support – 12
Hate Crime Specific Support – 11
Diversionary Activities (Sporting) - 20

Summary of Activity to Date:
Training has continued to expand to cover all days Monday to Friday. The training has extended in its reach, so more volunteers are accessing it, and there
is a greater variety of training being undertaken.
Hate Crime training has been delivered to 11 volunteers so far, and another training session has been set up in May run by Seamus Carroll; we see this as
a priority to enable volunteers to keep safe and live happier lives by learning what is hate crime and how to report it. I delivered 2 different training courses,
one Buddy course attended by 7 volunteers about becoming a mentor to new volunteers, and a Friends and Relationships course for younger volunteers
with discussions on personal hygiene, how to treat colleagues and staff and how to stay safe with friends. A Cyber Crime course delivered 3 times attracted
19 volunteers, learning how to keep safer online.
Xmas Sewing Project, a 7-week course, proved surprisingly popular, with 9 participants, mostly young males.
Xmas Arts and Crafts with 7 participants made some wonderful Xmas crafts to sell at Welbeck Xmas Market, and then continued into Spring term as
Recycled Crafts which made all sort of recycled items, including a plastic bottle greenhouse and a giant rhubarb sculpture.
Music Making has proved so popular and inspiring it is continuing all year. The group now gets 12 participants, including volunteers who have been hard to
get to join in activities and two schoolchildren. The group has written a song about Rhubarb Farm which they sang at our Xmas lunch and has recently
recorded it with recording equipment to be going on YouTube,
A short ukulele course proved difficult but enjoyable, led by an enthusiastic volunteer.
Inspire Nottinghamshire have continued to run courses here: A 4-week course in September cooking Healthy Takeaways had 4 participants in Supported
Living keen to improve their cooking skills.
A book club set up for 3 weeks initially has carried on for 3 months because the 6 participants, after listening and discussing an audio book decided to write
their own play which they have recorded in a recording studio in Mansfield. JH, a young man with ADHD, wrote up the play at home and took it upon
himself to chair the group, allocating parts with voices, and has been put forward for Inspire Volunteer of the Year.
Healthy lifestyle activities continue. Two healthy living talks attracted 16 volunteers, learning about sugar and fats in food. We have a 12-month Healthy
Lifestyle course starting in May for volunteers and staff, covering food, drink and smoking. Sport at The Arc Leisure Centre in Clowne started in November
and is now ongoing, arranged by Wayne Hatton, Bolsover Council Sports Development Officer; this has proved very popular with 9 participants doing
boccia, bowls, tennis and football.
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A mental health peer support group was set up in November to meet weekly, in partnership with Rethink in Derbyshire. Rethink helped set up the initial
scope of the group, with a group planning meeting and a way of organising the meeting with an activity and structured questions about each person's
weekly life and health. This initial support was helpful, and the group is now running mostly independently, with occasional short visits from Rethink.
I have established links with NG20 Community Development Worker to establish greater links with emerging communities; they were invited to the Diversity
Day and I also got invited and took a group to community tree planting in Shirebrook Model Village.
I devised and organised 2 community days to promote community within Rhubarb Farm and integration with wider community. In January I held a Diversity
Celebration, inviting community leaders and members of emerging communities Polish and Lithuanian, as well as the family of a Syrian man who
volunteers here. It was a great success, with all communities sharing food from their cultures, joining in a group diversity quiz and playing world games. I
also organised a Climate Change and Recycling Day in March which brought together most of the volunteers, including schoolchildren, supported
volunteers and non-supported volunteers
The Training programmes are sent out to stakeholders and interested organisations in order to promote the training to the wider community. We have had 1
person from the community trying Music Making. Together We Can, a mental health peer support group that I set up in November to meet weekly, which
now gets about 12 volunteers with a variety of mental illness, including depression, anxiety, borderline personality disorder and paranoia, including 4 who
also have drug and alcohol issues.
Other Comments (Barriers/Challenges)
In September the new much larger training room was ready for use, and this has meant that bigger groups can use the room. It also has a small library /
meeting room, where the book club meets. The 2 community days on Diversity and Recycling were now possible with far greater numbers able to get
together for activities and share food.
Interesting talks have taken place to bigger numbers; a local deputy headteacher talked about his former drug and alcohol addiction and how he overcame
it – it was very moving to hear a question from a 15-year-old in foster care who asked if he would become an addict like his birth parents.
One challenge is there are no training providers specifically for 12 – 16-year olds, the age of the schoolchildren who attend Rhubarb Farm on alternative
placement. Instead the children do a variety of farm activities, including Forest School, woodwork and general horticulture and animal work.
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AGENDA ITEM 12j, APPENDIX B – EASTERN EUROPEAN NETWORKS CIC
Grant key deliverables
•
•
•
•

•

•

Eastern Europeans groups will feel safer and more protected as they will know where to gain advice about crime and who to report it to. They will be
well-informed about where to gain help and will be supported in their native language.
People suffering from substance misuse and those who are suffering mental health problems will understand where to get help and will be
supported in their native language. Anyone who misuses substances will be aware of the potential consequences in terms of criminal activity.
Parents of young people will be educated about the dangers and warning signs of drugs and alcohol or sexual exploitation to be able to safeguard
and be able to seek help should they become a victim.
Eastern Europeans will get the opportunity to gain volunteering work experience with EEN CIC and/or the Police or Fire Service. It will help to break
down barriers with local services authorities and will help Eastern Europeans to feel less isolated within their communities. It will help to increase
self-confidence, will develop new skills and will help to improve language skills.
Eastern Europeans can become better integrated into society by gaining knowledge about crime prevention, about human rights and the law. EEN
CIC will gain knowledge about effective methods of crime prevention with different groups. There will be an increase in trust and understanding
amongst Eastern Europeans about the role of local authorities, the Police and other institutions.
Improving dialogue with Eastern European communities will have a positive effect on the role of the police and other local authorities in helping to
change perceptions regarding reporting crime or seeking support for victims.

Year 2 – proposed objectives
Awareness raising, signposting and support on Alcohol and Drug Abuse, Cyber Crime, Modern Slavery, Hate crime, Domestic Abuse, Child Safeguarding,
Child Sexual Abuse. Recruitment of volunteers to EEN and to other partners such as the Police and Fire and Rescue Service.
Year 2 - Statistics
Conducted 492 surveys (Hate Crime -127, Domestic Abuse – 98, Modern Slavery – 95, Adult Safeguarding – 44, Alcohol – 67, Volunteering – 17,
Cybercrime – 34, Drug Addiction – 10 ). It is very effective way of information delivery. Our team can communicate 4-5 minutes with each participant.
Attending events in Derby and Shirebrook we managed to deliver information verbally to 1096 people. We shared 1231 printing materials.
Activity on Social Media. Facebook Page EEN page. Where writing our own articles, creating our own leaflets, contacts with clients and partners, raising
awareness about. Average views per article -200. Also publishing raising awareness materials on draugiem. lv (Latvian community) and posting them on
Facebook Russian and Polish community groups in Derbyshire (answering all questions, encouraging to report and giving support if needed, example through the media modern slavery victim was found). Have been contacted through the page by victims. Also raising awareness about Domestic Violence
and Modern Slavery nationwide (Russian), had two publications in Newspaper "Vestnik".
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Took part in Eastern European community organized events and took part in Family Park Days (Polish Picnic Day in Shirebrook, Fire Fighters Day in
Shirebrook, Easter Meeting Shirebrook, Family Fun Day Osmaston Park Derby, Open Community Event Derby, Diversity watch in Derby, Sinfin Moor
Family Fun Day, Alvaston Park Family Fun Day, Sunnyhill Park Family Fun Day), Ripley Family Day Out, Christmas Family Day at Polish mum's club. Also
took part in Open Community Event (Quad) Derby and Diversity Watch organized events in Derby.
PRESENTATION/Workshop/Training in Polish Mums Club (DERBY) about:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Modern Slavery – 19 people
Child Sexual Abuse – 15 people
Domestic Violence – 25 people
Hate Crime – 59 people
Alcohol awareness - 30 people
Adult Safeguarding - 15 people

EEN – overall positive outcomes:
·
·
·
·

Still doing drop-in sessions in Shirebrook every 2 weeks.
We have new sign-posting place in Polish mums Club(2h/w).
People started to recognise our company, calling to us and coming to the office for advice.
We started to cover problems and helping people with much wider themes (for example supporting people with mental health problems).
3 years grant is helping to create more professional and sustainable services for victims or vulnerable people in Derbyshire.

Took part in Police Recruitment event and based on that EEN Center organized recruitment event at EEN Center in collaboration with Dawn SheilsHouston (Positive Action), Rajit Sinam Dol, Derbyshire Constabulary recruitment staff and Police officers .Encouraged 9 people to apply to the Police
Officer apprentice programme.
Also, we had 31 people came directly to us and asked for help.
Adult Safeguarding/Mental Health -15, Neighbourhood problems/anti-social behaviour - 3, Hate Crime - 2, Alcohol-related problems - 3, Domestic Violence
- 2, Modern Slavery -1, child Safeguarding -2 , Other -2 , Cybercrime - 1 . We motivated 10 people to volunteer for the project or some of our partners.
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AGENDA ITEM 12J, APPENDIX C – PADLEY GROUP
Grant key deliverables
•
•
•
•

Increase in access to Public Health Services through support from staff identifying appropriate health issues or referring on to other
public health provision.
Increase in access to volunteer opportunities through support from staff identifying appropriate opportunities both within the Padley
Group and externally.
Increase in access to employment opportunities through support from staff identifying appropriate pathways into work.
Increase in self-esteem, confidence and self-respect by offering opportunity and diversion.

Year 2 – Statistics
This report is on the activity at the Padley House Hostel and Day Centre in response to the grant received from the OPCC to fund additional
opening hours of the Day Centre.
In October a new database system, Lamplight, was launched after a full training programme and for this report we can now begin to report
from this. Over time and as the time passes the quality of data will increase as we all learn how to use the system and the evidence of support
and its impact can be measured.
We are now working closely with both statutory and non-statutory partners within the city to avoid contradictions in practice which could cause
conflict. Considerable work has been done to create and implement shared protocols including Zero Tolerance and a common exclusions
policy.
Over the past 6 months we have received 5,717 visits to the centre from 520 different people recorded on Lamplight. The number of different
people visiting the centre has not previously been available to us and our new system has allowed us to provide this statistic. We are
undergoing housekeeping to ensure that any duplicates are removed, it is anticipated that the final figure will be in excess of 450 people.
The sudden dip in attendances at the Day centre since the introduction of the initiatives funded by the Rough Sleeper Grant such as:
•
•
•

REST team, using B&B accommodation
SWEP opening earlier in the churches;
Other organisations opening to offer food such as Gears of Goodwill, Hope Centre, YMCA The impact of this on footfall has been huge

Padley has provided a small room for support off the main hall of the Day centre and a support worker uses this space to provide support.
Lamplight provides that 43 clients since October have had support sessions on a number of issues. Graph 2 provides the detail.
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Graph 2 – Support Provided in Day Centre 01 October 2018 – 28 February 2019

Work is continuing to improve the recording and collation of data.
The staff are striving to support 30% of day centre clients and be able to demonstrate this in Lamplight, however the numbers of visitors and
challenges in staffing the centre safely have resulted in under reporting of this activity. Changes in the gathering of information and reporting
are now being implemented to improve the efficacy of this data going forward.
The team offer the following to the clients:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Attending appointments
Help in accessing and Visits to Detoxification & Rehabilitation units
Health appointments
Volunteering placements
Resettlement
Bank Post Office – many are followed this way they can get their money safely
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Clients Meetings are held on a regular basis where they are able to influence the quality and type of services delivered to them. These will
continue to be held at regular intervals to inform our service development.
The Day Centre opens its doors to other agencies to provide services some of which our clients wouldn’t be able to engage with without this
service. Such services include visits from CPN, Hairdresser, podiatrist, optician, Derby Drug service, Probation.
Padley is seeking to engage DHA in providing some legal surgeries and to create as part of its planned improvement of the Centre a clinical
room to enable a GP and other clinical services to attend.
Quote from a visitor “The Padley is the only place that I can come to without being judged. I feel that I am valued as a person and receive the
help with those things that I am not confident with such as; benefits – probation – contacting family members”
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DECISIONS TAKEN BUT NOT YET REPORTED TO THE
STRATEGIC PRIORITIES ASSURANCE BOARD

REPORT BY CHIEF EXECUTIVE
DATE

20 MAY 2019

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT
The attachment is a formal record of the Decisions that have been taken by the
Commissioner that have not yet been included on a Strategic Priorities Assurance
Board agenda.

ATTACHMENTS
Decision Log 2019 (to date).

RECOMMENDATIONS
1. To determine if the PCC can gain direct assurance that this area of business is
being managed efficiently and effectively

CONTACT FOR ENQUIRIES
Name:

David Peet

Tel:

0300 122 6000

Email

pccoffice@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

AGENDA ITEM13A
STRATEGIC PRIORITIES ASSURANCE BOARD
20 MAY 2019

1.

OVERVIEW

1.1

The Meetings and General Protocols policy requires that any decision taken by
the Commissioner between Strategic Priorities Assurance Board meetings are
reported to the next Assurance Board Meeting.

1.2

To ensure full transparency around all decisions that have been taken by the
Commissioner, the Decision log 2019 is attached which contains hyper-links to
each of the decisions that have been taken for that current year.

1.3

All decisions made will continue to be published on the Commissioner’s website
as soon as possible after the decision is made and are therefore available as
public information at http://www.derbyshire-pcc.gov.uk/Public-Information/PCCDecision-Making.aspx.
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Decision Log 2019
Dec
No.
1

Decision title

2.

SUPPORT AND MAINTENANCE OF SAP

3.

INDEPENDENT DOMESTIC ADVISTOR SERVICE

4.

CHANGES TO VICTIM SERVICES

5.

THE PROVISION OF SERVERS AND STORAGE ARRAYS

6.

BUDGET 2019/20, PRECEPT REPORT AND MEDIUM TERM
FINANCIAL FORECAST 2019/20 – 2022/23

7.

RESERVES STRATEGY 2019/20

8.

CAPITAL PROGRAMME 201/23

9.

PRUDENTIAL INDICATORS, MINIMUM REVENUE PROVISION,
TREASURY MANAGEMENT & INVESTMENT STRATEGY

10.

MENTAL HEALTH TRIAGE HUB

11.

REINVESTMENT OF COMMISSIONER’S UNDERSPEND

12.

CONTRACT REGULATIONS – REVIEW AND UPDATE

13.

OPERATIONAL AND FINANCIAL EFFICIENCIES – CLOSURE OF
BUXTON CUSTODY SUITE

14.

JOINT DIRECTOR OF FINANCE

15.

POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER COMMUNITY ACTION GRANT
AWARDS – ROUND 3 LARGE GRANTS

16.

POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER COMMUNITY ACTION SMALL
GRANT AWARDS – ROUND 7

17.

HR GATEWAY SYSTEM

AIRWAVE TERMINALS

